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ABSTRACT
The key question addressed by this study is:
does religion promote political stability or political
change?

Andrew Greeley's theory of the religious imagin-

ation is adopted for the study of religion.

Politics is

seen as including all those actions and attitudes directed
towards the influencing of the making and the execution of
policy which deals with concerns in which all members of
a society have an interest.
take the form of either

These actions and attitudes

de~ands

or support.

The relationships between religion and politics are
tested in a secondary analysis of data from a NORC study on
religious values conducted in 1979.

The American nationwide

sample of Catholics and former Catholics aged 18 to 29 are
examined.

Models of hypothesized relationships are tested

by using path analysis based on ordinary least-square regression.

After the models are tested for the sample in general,

these same models are tested for Catholics, Catholic disidentifiers, males, females, Germans, Irish, and Italians.
The results demonstrate that religion may, given the
~

content of that religion, promote either political stability
or political change.

The influence of religion on politics

is contingent upon the content of that religion, particularly upon the religious imagery held by the respondents.

ix

x
Conventional images of God for the most part increase
levels of confidence in the political authorities.
images contribute to political stability.

These

When religious

imagery has an influence on the view that the church and
its functionaries should articulate progressive sociopolitical demands it is warm religious imagery.

Warm

images of God can contribute to the promotion of political
change.

Conventional images of God, for males and Ital-

ians, contribute to higher levels of conventional political
participation.
mans,

Warm images of God,

for females and Ger-

also have a posit i ve influence on convent ional

political participation.
This study demonstrates the need to include religion as an important consideration to be examined in
any inquiry into the generation of demands and supports
into the political system.

I t also provides a framework

for the investigation of religion's influence on politics
in cross-national and cross-cultural research.

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This dissertation is an attempt to study the
relationship between religion and politics.

Recent events

around the world indicate that the two interact in rather
profound ways.

The recent establishment of a theocracy

in Iran, the battles in the Middle East between those of
Jewish and Islamic backgrounds, the conflicts between
Protestants and Catholics in Northern Ireland, the emergence of the Moral Majority as a political force in the
Uni ted States are a few examples of the importance of
religion in the political realm.

Here in United States,

Jerry Falwell has called for an American religious revival
in which the "authority of Bible moral i ty must once again
be recognized as the legitimate guiding principle of our
nation" (Willoughby, 1981:1).

It certainly appears that

religion has become, if it ever was not, an important
aspect to be considered if one is to understand politics
in our society.
To study the relationship between religion and
politics several things must be clarified before we can
proceed.

The meaning of "religion" and the meaning of

"poli tics" need to be conceptualized.
1

Further,

2

relationships between the two must be hypothesized to
delineate the scope of this inquiry.
The Meaning of "Religion"
There are many definitions of religion.

Yinger

(1970) has written that most definitions can be placed in
three categories:
tional.

valuational, substantive, and func-

The valuational definitions describe what religion

is and the functional definitions tell what religion does.
Greeley (1972) has written that that there are two types of
definitions:

those which define religion as dealing with

ultimate concerns and those which say religion deals with
the transcendent or supernatural.
that i t is "
two can be found.

He (1972:9) proposed

possible that a compromise between the
One might argue that man has a tendency

to sacra1ize his ultimate systems of value."
Greeley (1972) also pointed out that there are
three strains of thought with regard to the origins and
functions of religion.

There are:

(1) the functionalist followers of Durkheim, concerned essentially with religion as a source of
social integration; (2) the disciples of Max Weber
(particularly Talcott Parsons and his students),
concerned primarily with the meaning-providing
role of religion in contradistinction to Karl Marx;
(3) the deprivationists like Sigmund Freud who saw
religion as a squrce of comfort in response to the
deprivation and suffering that society inflicts
upon certain groups (1972: 30-31).
It is not the purpose of this dissertation to
discover the origins of religion, much less give the

3

defini t i ve answer
does.

3.S

to what reI igion should be, is, or

Rather, this is an investigation into what rela-

tionships exist between religion and politics.

Thus, it

is important at this time to delimit the scope of what
constitutes the "field" of religion.
It is to that end that, for the purposes of this
study, a theory of religion, the theory of the religious
imagination, which has been formulated and tested by
Andrew Greeley (1981, 1982), will be adopted.

He (1981: 4)

has been persuaded by the efficacy of the approach of
Clifford Geertz that a religion is a 'meaning'

"

system or a 'culture' system, that is, an attempt by
humans to deal with the complexities of life, indeed the
ultimate complexities of life:

questions of good and evil

tragedy and injustice, hope and love."

He (1981) summa-

rizes his model of religion with seven propositions:
1.

Human nature has a built in propensity to
hope (p. 7)

2.

Humans also have the capacity for experiences
which renew their hope (p. 7)

3.

there are certain real it ies which because
of their power, their importance, or prevalence
are especially likely to trigger such experiences (p. 9) • • •

4.

The experience is recorded first of all in that
aspect of the personality we normally call 'the
imagination' (p. 10) • • .

5.

Religion is an activity of that dimension of
the human personality which may be called
preconscious or poetic or creative (p. 10) •

......................

......................

4

6.

Religion becomes a communal event when a person is able to link his own grace experience
with the over-arching experience of his
religious tradition (p. 17) • • •

7.

'"
just as the story of anyone's life is a
story of relationships--so each person's
religious story is a story of relationships
(p. 18) .

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

....

•

Several things need to be mentioned to clarify
this point of view.
renew their hope.

People can have experiences which
These experiences are recorded in the

imagination which produces symbols which resonate with
that reality experienced (Greeley, 1981:16).

These symbols

are in the form of stories which ". • • link the past,
the present, and the future of our lives to some overarching story that gives meaning not only to our existence,
but also to the existence of the universe.

These stories

tend to direct the future of our lives, correlating with
social, political, and relational behavior" (1982:68-69).
In this theory, the church is not the same thing as
religion:
The church is more a result of religion than its
cause. The scholar studying religion and the
ordinary person trying to understand religion
ought not to begin by looking at churches or denominations.
They ought, rather, to begin by looking
at the experiences of daily life in which religion takes its roots and from which it draws its
enormous power (1982:2)
On the other hand, the religious imagination is not formed
in isolation.

It affects how we behave toward others and

is shaped by our experience of others (1981:18).

5

The concern here is not to test this theory.
Rather, the concern here is to see how religion, when
conceptualized in this manner, relates to politics.

To

examine religion we shall be looking at what types of
experiences influence religious stories, particularly
images of God.

Further, we shall see if these religious

stories influence how closely one would be connected to
the church in terms 'of beliefs, behaviors, and attitudes.
We will also examine what roles respondents feel the
church should play vis

~

vis the larger world and if

these attitudes are influenced by religious imagery.
The Mean ing of "Pol it ics "
"Poli tics" can be defined in various ways.

It

would be useful to examine some of the various ways it is
defined to see if there are some common notions which can
help direct this study to see what needs to be included
and what perhaps can be excluded from consideration.
The root of our contemporary word "politics" can
be found in the Greek term "polis."
to man as a political animal.

Aristotle referred

What he was saying is that

man is meant to live in a polis.

Man is, for Aristotle,

a being who is to live with other men, participating in
some form or another in the making of and carrying out of
the decisions which affect the community as a Whole (a
communi ty in which he was a part).

Politics, in a sense,

6

was the process by which those who lived in the polis
(citizens only) made judgements about what would best
promote the "good life" and accepted responsibility for
carrying out these decisions.
Chapman and Scaff (1976:548) expand upon this
notion of politics:
• . • politics can be described as a relationship
in which people in association coordinate their
common affairs and act jOintly in spite of significant conflict, and without the imposition of
one person's or faction's will upon the rest.
This balancing of cooperation and dissension is
seen in theories of politics, beginning as far
back as Aristotle's, where the citizen is spoken
of as ruling and being ruled, participating as an
independent agent and being governed as a dependent member.
It is the interplay of these crossed
and intertwined forces--parochialism, factionalism,
compet it ion on the one side, and on the ot her,
the impulses arising from awareness of common
interests, mutual dependence, and devotion to
goods which are public in the sense that they
can be enjoyed jointly or not at all--that gives
the political relationship its unique quality.
I would like to examine briefly the conceptualizations of the political and "politics" of Sheldon Wolin and
David Easton.

I choose these authors because they both

have contributed to the way members of the discipline which
studies politics delimit the area of their inquiry.
Sheldon Wolin (1960) introduces Politics and Vision
with an attempt to describe what is political.

An impor-

tant aspect of the political is that it is not private,
personal, or separated from others.
and involves the community.

"

Rather it is public
one of the essential

7

qualities of what is political •
to what is 'public.'

is its relationship

Cicero had this in mind when he

called the commonwealth a res publica, a 'public thing'
or the property of a people" (1960:2).

The political

order is not separate from and independent of the needs
of the community.

"From its very beginnings in Greece,

the Western political tradition has looked upon the political order as a common order created to deal with those
concerns in which all members of society have an interest"
(1960: 9).
An important characteristic of the political is
its concern with the entire community.
It is seen in the basic belief of theorists that
poli tical rule is concerned with those general
interests shared by all the members of the community; that political authority is distinguished
from other forms of authority in that it speaks
in the name of a society considered in its common
quality; that membership in a political society is
a token of a life of common involvements; and that
the order that political authority presides over is
one that should extend throughout the length and
breadth of society as a whole (1960:10).
The pol it ical is publ ic and deals with affairs in which
all the members of society have an interest.

This quality

is embodied by concrete arrangements which in turn generate
activity.
The system of political institutions in a given
society represents an arrangement of power and
authori ty.
At some point wi thin the system certain
institutions are recognized as having the authority
to make decisions applicable to the whole community.
The exercise of this function naturally attracts
the attention of groups and individuals who feel

8

that their interests and purposes will be affected
by the decisions taken.
When this awareness takes
the form of action directed towards political
institutions, the activities become 'political'
and a part of political nature (1960:7-8).
Wolin describes these activities further.

Acting

in such a way as to influence the political is called
"politics."
For the purpose of this study I shall take "politics" to include the following:
(a) a form of
activity centering around the quest for competitive
advantage between groups, individuals, or societies;
(b) a form of activity conditioned by the fact that
it occurs within a situation of change and relative
scarcity; (c) a form of activity in which the pursuit of advantage produces consequences of such a
magnitude that they affect in a significant way the
whole society or a substantial portion of i t
(1960: 10-11).
The pol it ical then is concerned with the publ ic
order which makes decisions that affect all members of
society.

Politics is the activity undertaken to influence

that aspect of life which is political.

Politics is action

directed toward pol i tical institutions which affects a
significant portion of society.
David Easton (1981: 128) takes a somewhat different,
but not contradictory, approach.

To examine his concep-

tualization I would like to describe his notion of politics, the arena in which it takes place, and the forms
which it assumes.
Easton also sees politics as a public activity:
If we were to sum up our common sense conception
.of politics it might conceivably take the following
form:
Political life concerns all those varieties

9

of activity that influence significantly the kind
of authoritative policy adopted for a society and
the way i t is put into practice. We are said to
be participating in political life when our activity relates in some way to the making and execution
of policy for a society (1981: 128).
Not all publ ic acti vi ties are pol it ical.

"

• • the prop-

erty of a social act that informs it with a political
aspect is the act's relation to the authoritative allocation of values for a society" (1981:134).

Thus, politics

for Easton is an acti vi ty which is int ended to affect the
making and execution of public policy.
The arena in which this acti vi ty takes place is
what Easton has called the "pol it ical system."
is not a static set of institutions.

This system

Rather, it is that

set of interactions which deal with the political.

These

interactions take place within a larger environment.
".

. . A pol it ical system can be designated as those

interact ions through which values are authoritatively
~located

for a society; this is what distinguishes a

political system from other systems that may be interpreted
as lying in its environment" (1979a :21).
A society contains other systems which constitute
the environment within which the political system exists.
".

• . Intra-societal systems \\QuId include such sets of

behavior, att i tudes and ideas as we might call the economy,
culture, social structure or personalities • • • " (1979a:
21).

Religion would be part of the intra-societal

10
environment.

The extrasocietal environment is made up of

those systems that lie outside of the society under consideration.

Thus, the arena in which politics takes place

is the political system which is one system in a society
among the other intra-societal systems.

These other sys-

terns may influence its operations.
The political system can be influenced by its
members.

The forms political activity take are called

demands and support by Easton.

"The syst em is a way of

translating demands and support for a system into authoritative allocations (1979b:13l).

Demands are statements

of desire with regard to the desirability of particular
public policy,

These demands are shaped by various atti-

tudes and ideas.
The factors that shape demands . . . (are) . . .
such ideas and attitudes as expectations, opinions,
motivations, ideologies, interests and preferences.
In order to be able to refer generically to this
aggregate background of attitudes and ideas out of
which demands arise, I shall henceforth describe
them as wants.
They represent what it is that the
members of a system may want as contrasted with
demands.
Demands refer to those wants that the
members would wish to see implemented through
political outputs of some sort (1979a:7l).
Support is the other form political input can take.
"Support we may define simply as feelings of trust, confidence, or affection, and their opposites, that persons may
direct to some object.
favors an obj ect.

If support is positive, a person

If support is negative, he withholds or

wi thdraws his favor from the obj ect It (Easton and Dennis,
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1969:57).

Political support is support directed towards

political objects.

For Easton (1979a:159), this support

can be either covert or overt.

Covert support would con-

sist of supportive attitudes or sentiments.

Overt support

would consist of supportive actions such as political
participat ion.
Thus for Easton politics would include all those
interactions which are related to the authoritative allocations of values for a society.

Inputs to this system

of interact ions would consist of supportive att i t udes or
actions and demands which are generated by wants.
For the purposes of this study we shall take politics to include all those actions and attitudes directed
towards the influencing of the making and execution of
policy which deals with concerns in which all members of
a society have an interest.

These actions and att i tudes

can take the form of either demands or support.
The Relationships between
Religion and Politics
Part of that intra-societal environment within
which the political system operates is religion.

In a

dynamic view of reality it is clear that religion could
influence politics and vice versa.

Greely (1982) acknowl-

edges this mutual and reciprocal set of influences.

Reli-

gion influences the shape of social structures, yet society
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influences religion by shaping the "'receiving apparatus'
with which a person comes to his experience of otherness"
(1982 : 136 ) .
Clifford Geertz (1975) points out that religious
symbols both express and shape the world's socio-cultural
climate.

Politics reflects culture.

Religious culture

patterns provide "a template or blueprint for the organization of social and psychological processes, much as
genetic systems provide such a template for the organ ization of organic processes" (1975: 216).

ReI igion is a

cultural system which consists of structures of meaning;
while politics is the arena in which these structures
unfold.
It is important to note that in Greeley's theory
religious imagery is formed in the preconscious as a
result of experiences of grace.

The preconscious

is that part of the personality which analyzes and decomposes reality outside.
It serves
it up for the consideration of our conscious,
rational, discursive mind . . • • The creative
activity of the preconscious, freed temporarily
from the constraint of literal reason, "takes
over," releases our deeply intuit ive personal
knowledge, act ivates the smooth flow of our
skills, and rearranges the components with
which we are playing (1981:16).
It is in the preconscious that religious imagery is formed
This process is triggered by an experience of grace.
Greeley (1981:8) prefers "to call them experiences of grace
because the term 'grace' has an ancient and honorable
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history and because these experiences of wonder, mystery,
or gratuity all hint that our hope is justified by 'otherness' which is also 'loving goodness.'"

The imagery gener-

ated precedes doctrinal formulations and the linking of
such imagery with a larger story such as that expressed in
a church tradition.
Institutionalized religious traditions may be
influenced by the political order.

External expressions

of beliefs have certainly been influenced in the past.
An example of this can be seen in the Mormon experience
of political repression with regard to their practice of
polygamy.

They were forbidden by law to have more than one

wife even though such a practice was based upon religious
belief.

The Supreme Court ruled in Revnolds v. United

States (1878 ) that Mormons were protected in their bel ief
of the necessity of such a practice but were not protected
in their fulfillment of that obligation.

In Davis v.

Beason (1889) the Supreme Court upheld an Idaho law barring
members of the Mormon faith from voting because they
belonged to an organization that teaches polygamy.

In

The Late Corporation of Jesus Christ of the Church of
Latter Day Saints v. United States (1889) the

Supre~e

Court

ruled that the government can limit the amount of property
the Mormon church may hold in order to prevent that church
from promoting its belief in polygamy.

The mainline Mormon

church subsequently changed its belief regarding polygamy.
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A possible interpretation of this change is that religious
dogma was influenced by political expediency.
So how can this study be limited?

Religion may

influence politics and politics may influence religion.
It would appear,

in the theory of reI igious imaginat ion,

that once the imagery is formed it has a certain integrity
which would tend to influence one's attitudes towards
institutions, political and non-political, rather than the
other way around.

This imagery is formed in an environment

which includes the political, but in that formation and
subsequent to it,

it is renewed by hope experiences which

are non- or supra-political in nature.

Furthermore, relig-

ious doctrines, bel iefs, and practices may exist in an
environment which is influenced by the political, but at
any single point in time this configuration (of doctrines,
beliefs, and practices) would have a certain consistency
which stands above the political and which can only be
influenced to change over time.
The attitudes one would have towards religious
institutions and their functionaries with regard to their
social or political activism may be influenced by political and social att i tudes as well as religious imagery.
This would be the case because these attitudes deal with
what respondents feel is the "proper" relationship of
religious institutions to the political system.
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A model which would assume a one-directional flow
of causality from religion to politics would hold several
alternative possibilities for the shape of this influence.
Religion may promote societal integration and thus help to
promote political stability.

Religion may provide the

impetus for prophetic criticism and thus promote political
change.

Religion may, given the content of that religion,

promote either political stability or change.

Further,

religion may be irrelevant with regard to political life.
Over time religion, in terms of doctrines and practices,
may change.

The political system may respond to input

from religion.

This, plus other cultural alterations, may

change the environment in which church traditions exist.
This new environment would both shape and be a react ion
to religion.
It has already been noted that religion is a component of that intra-societal environment in which the
political system operates.
both system and environment.

This is a dynamic model of
This study shall examine how

religion influences the inputs of demands and support into
the political system of the United States.

If and how the

environment may be changed by these inputs remains to be
seen sometime in the future.
Numerous approaches to the study of religion and
politics could be utilized.

One could examine how politi-

cal theorists have articulated what they feel is the proper
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relationship between religion and politics.
undertal~e

One could

an historical study of the influences various

religions have had on public policy.

One could review

litigation to see how religious beliefs and practices have
either been given free reign or been restricted.

One could

study election returns to see if certain denominations are
lTDre successful than others in influencing the outcomes of
elections.

One could study theological documents to dis-

cover similarities and differences between denominat ions
with regard to approaches to the political sector.

The

possible approaches to the study of religion and politics
are legion.
The intent of this study is to examine how religion
relates to politics.

In particular I hope to discover how

reI i gion as art iculated in the theory of the reI igious
imaginat ion reI ates to pol it ics.
this theory is the individual who,

An important component in
in his/her preconscious

as the result of experiences, formulates religious images
which subsequently she/he may link to some over-arching
religious tradition.

This imagery and the tradition to

which it becomes 1 inl~ed (in many instances a church) may
have some in fl uence on pol i tics.

Survey research seems

to be an efficacious manner to get below the surface of
external practices observed in the aggregate in order to
discover a respondent's religious imagery, personal belief
system, attitudes towards the church, religious practices,
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att i tudes on various religious and non-religious issues,
and pol it ical behaviors.

Thus,

this study will util ize

survey dat a.
I will examine:

1.

how religion influences a form of covert support:
confidence in political authorities;

2.

what types of wants would generate a feel ing that
the institutional church and its functionaries
should promote and articulate demands of a social
and political nature;

3.

how religion influences a form of overt support:
conventional political participation.
These three interests seem to have certain appeal

gi yen the above con cept ual izat ions of reI igion and pol itics.

It would not seem credible to say that confidence

in pol it ical

authorities in the contemporary United Stat es

would influence religion.

Also,

wants with regard to par-

ticular social at t i tudes would seem to infl uence whether
or not the respondent would feel the church ought to art iculate those desires,

although it is possible that over time

the church's articulation of these desires may raise to a
conscious level the desirability of these wants in its
adherents.

Finally,

it would seem that pol i tical partici-

pation would not influence religion.
tionship,

i t would be religion

If there is any rela-

influencing part i cipat ion.

CHAPTER 2
METHODOLOGY
This study is a secondary analysis of data taken
from the NORC Study of Religious Values conducted in 1979.
The American nat ionwide sample consists of Catholics and
furmer Catholics aged 14 to 29 (N = 1,398).

Only those

young adults aged 18 to 29 will be studied (N = 979).
Model s of hYP01:hesized relat ionships wi 11 be tested
usinG path anal ysi s.

The path coeffi cients report ed are

standardized partial regression coefficients (beta-weights)
from ordinary least-squares regression.

In order to insul'C'

that the findings reported will be both substantively and
statistically significant, variables will be included in
the models only if the standardized betas are statistically significant at the .05 1e\'el and are greater than
.15 in magnitude.
The text and scoring of all questions used in this
study,

the construction of scales and indices, and the

justifications for such construction will be presented in
Appen dl.x A.
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CHAPTER 3
RELIGIm; AND POLIT leAL STABILITY

ReI igion has been touted by some as an agen t of
stabil i ty, of bl ind fai th in whatever pol it ical arran gerrents exist.

SODe have characterized it as a force winch

leads humans to focus elsewhere, to pie in the sky.
Others have stated that i1: leads to w1questionlng loyalty
to the forces in power on this earth.
~\lalinowski

serve society.

(192f»

saw religion as helping to pre-

Eliade (1958) notes that religious symbols

help integrate humans into a larger unity:
unlverse.

society and the

Hobbes, Locke, and Rousseau (Hoffman,

J.979a) all

agree that the church should, at the very least, not
threaten the stability of the state.

Weber (1964) has

differentiated between various types of religion and has
noted that a given type will influence religion's relationship to politics.
Hegel (1821) contended that ;'genuine" re 1 igion
helps integrate the state.

Durkheim (1897) postulated

that religion plays an integrative function;

i.e., the

more closely one is associated with an institutional
church, the more likely one is to accept the norms and
institU1:ions of that society.

He contended that religion
19
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teaches self-restraint and prepares people to accept
societal discipline.
bonds to society.
of Durkheim,

It strengthens the individual's

Hmnmond (1980), in his interpretation

feels that religion is the expression of an

integrated society rather than the source of societal
integration.

However,

it is possible that although reli-

gion is expressive ot an integrated societ y,

in a IlDdern,

pluralistic/fragmented society religion may produce or
reinforce cohesion.
In a previ ous study by this author (Hoffman,
197~b)

empirical evidence was presented that supports the

Durkheimian notion of integration by clemonstrating that
those who are more closely identified with a church (as
measured by church attendance) are llDre likely, under
certain conditions, to be supportive of the political
system.

Muller (1977a, 1979) has developed a measure

which taps affect for the political system, the regime.
It is t.his measure which was used in the study which found

church at tendance to be associated wi th certain levels of
political support.
decreases.

As identification with a church

al ienat ion from the pol it ical system increases.

David Easton (1965) refers to support as being a
major variable whi·ch links a system to its environment.
With regard to politics he describes the domain of support
as having three major referents:

the authorities, the

regime, and the political community.
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Besides support for the political system as a
whole, Easton (1965) also refers to support for political
authorities.

The authorities would be those who hold

office, the incumbents.

Support for authorities would

also seem to be important for the maintenance of political
stability.

As Easton (1979a;212) puts it:

If no syster.1 is able to persist without assuring
itsel f of a minimal flow of support toward the
regime, including the structure of authorities,
there is equally little likelihood that a system
could survive it it failed to support occupants
for these authori ty roles. These occupants I shall
call the authorities.
In pract ice, we frequent ly
identify them as the government of a country or a
group.
Thus 1t would seem to be important to study affect toward
incumbents since an erosion of support for authorties
could perhaps lead to an erosion of support for the system
itsel f.
Muller and Jukam (1977) demonstrate empirically
the difference between incumbent and system affect.

They

measure incumbent affect variously by respondents' evaluations of the actual performance of the incumbent aclministra t ion, by having the respondents give the government an
overall grade wi thout reference to policies, and by uti lizing a measure of political trust.
In this chapter dealing with religion's relationship to nolitical stability the notion that religion plays
an integrative function will be studied.

What will be

examined is the quest ion of whether or not being closely
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affiliated with a church influences one's affect towards
the political authorities.
could be stated thusly:

The hypothesis to be tested

the more closely one is connected

to the church the more likely one is to support the poli tical authorities.
Confidence in the Political Authorities
Feel ings towards the authorities can be measured
in various ways (see

~.Iuller

and Jukam,

1977).

One way of

doing this woul d be to measure how much con fidence people
have in the people who hold public office.
government consists of three main branches:
legislative,

and judicial.

The American
the executive,

It could be possible that

people do not differentiate between the various institutions.

governmental and nongovernmental,

They may be con fi dent, or not confi dent,
running all institutions (e.g., banks,
etc.).

However,

this is not the case.

in our society.
in the peopl e

companies, Congress,
Using questions

which ask how much confidence one has in the people running various insti tutions, eval uat ions concerning governmental institutions (the executive branch of the federal
government, the U. S. Supreme Court, and the Congress)
constitute a distinct dimension.
Thus, we can construct a factor-based,
index wh i ch taps the respondents'
mental in cumbents.

additive

con fidence in govern-

The respondents, asked how much
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confidence they had in the people running the particular
inst itutions, were able to respond:

"Hardl y any confi-

dence," "Only some confidence," or !fA great deal of confidence."

Their responses with regard to the people running

the executive branch, Supreme Court, and the Congress are
swnmed to produce an index which will be called Confidence
in the Pol it ical Authorities (CONAUTH).

Religious Variables
What types of variables should be examined to
discover how connectedness to a church can be measured and
how i t is generated?

Furthermore, what aspects of the

reI igious dimension in people's lives should be examined
that may influence their con fidence in authorities?
To discover how close one will be to a church
and what aspects of the reI igious dimension infl uence
~fect

for incumbents one should probably examine religious

social izat ion in the fami ly,

the respondent's reI igious

experiences, the reI igious imagery of the respondent , what
function religion fulfills for the individual,
ual's religious beliefs and practices,

the individ-

and the respondent's

affect for the church itself.
The family has been shown (see Greeley, 1982;
McCready, 1972) to be a major agent of socializat ion with
regard to religious attitudes and behaviors.

The church's

"princ ipal agent of reI igious soc ializat ion is the fami ly I,
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(G!'eeley, 1982: 130).

Thus, we should probably examine

the religious atmosphere our respondents experienced in
their homes during their childhoods.

To capture the

family's religious atmosphere one should not only examine
the religious practices of the

f~~ily

content of those practices as well.

but the

emotion~l

This should be done

because measuring the practices alone does not give the
full pot ent ial impact they may have on the ch il d.

If one

can also note the emotional atmosphere with regard to
religion, one may more fully understand the faraily' s
influence on the off-spring's religious attitudes and
behaviors.
To measure this

reli~ious

indices have been constructed.

atmosphere two additive

One, which will be called

Family Church Devotion (FAUDEV) is constructed by summing
parental church at tendance and part ici pat ion in the sacram?nts (communion).

The other, tapping the emotional con-

tent of these practices, sums parental responses to questions wh ich ask about the respondent's father and mother's
personal approach to reI igion--how joyful was that
approach.
Joy

This variable will be called Family Religious

(FA~lJOY).

These two indicators are meant to tap the

fami ly' s reI i gious atmosphere, bot:1 behavioral and emotional.
One's reI igious experiences can also have an
~fluence

on how one

approach~s

the church.

Greeley
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(1975a, 1980) and McCready with Greeley (1976) have
studied the associat ion between having had religious
experien ces of a myst ical qual ity and psychological wellbeing,

the format ion of reI is-ious images,

of one's attitudes toward the world.

and the shaping

The sample used

here was asked three questions dealing with-religious
experiences.

The respondents were asked whether or not

and how often they felt
force;

close to a powerful, spiritual

had an experience of knowing their life had a pur-

pose beyond their present existence; and whether they fel t
they were pver in direct contact with "the Sacred: or "the
Holy,"

Their responses to these questions were summed to

create a variable called Spiritual

Eh~erience

(SPIR).

Different researchers have pointed out the importance of studying one's reI igious imagery.

Piazza and

Glock (1979). Bell ah and HamI'lond (1980), McCready wi th
Greeley (1976) and Greeley (1980,1981, 1982) have all
indicat ed that knowledge of a respondent's reI igious linages
wi 11 help one to understand that person's reI igious and
social attitudes.

The image one has of God may be asso-

ciated with the beliefs one holds, one's religious practices.

and.

indeed, with one's political attitudes and

behaviors.
The sample was presented with a series of eight
images of God and asked how likely each of the images are
to come to mind when they think about God:

judge,
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redeemer, protector, lover, master, mother, creator,
father.

Some of these images are more convent ional in

that they are more common 1 y promulgated by Western
Christiani ty while SOL1e others could be seen as warmer,
more passionate images.

Two clusters of images result

from performing principal component factor analysis.

The

one cluster consists of seeing God as mother or lover
(see Greeley,

1980, 1981,

of these images).

1982 for an extensive analysis

The other images cluster,

forming a

configuration of conventional images (judge, protector,
redeemer. master, creator,

father).

An additive index

measures the likelihood of holding a greater or lesser
number of these images w11i ch are promoted in tradi tional
theological formulations.

I have constructed such an

additive index which will be called Conventional Images
of God (CONVGOD).
There are various schools of thought in the sociology of religion wi th regard to \\hat functions religion
performs for the individual.

These functions are not

necessarily contradictory nor mutually exclusive.

Weber

conceives of religion as providing a meaning system.
Parsons, Geertz, Bellah, and Luckmann all stand in this
tradit ion (Greeley, 1972).

Durkheim, on the other hand,

sees man as a community building creature seeking
belongingness.

Another school of thought (Freud, Glock,
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and Cohn) would portray religion as providing comfort in
the face of suffering (Greeley, 1972).
Our respondents were asked how favorable they
fel t

toward Cathol icism.

They were also asked to indi-

cate how important certain reasons were in generating their
favorable response.

I constructed a scale which measures

how important the belongingness function is for each
respondent

and its saliency.

Items contained in this

scale mention the importance of feeling part of a larger
group, meeting people like oneself,
in the community.

and getting involved

This scale shall be called the Belong-

ingness Function nf Religion (BELONG).
The

reli~ious

beliefs one has may influence one's

religious behavior and attitudes one has toward the church.
In the Cathol i c cburch certain teachings could be considered pecul i arly Cat hoI ic.

Cert ain quest ions were asked

which measure Catholic orthodoxy.

Other questions were

asked \l,llich also deal with religious belief, but which are
not necessarily distinctive of Catholicism.

I constructed

a factor-based additive index which will be called Catholic
Orthodoxy (ORTH).

The questions deal wi th papal leader-

ship of the church, papal infallibility,

and the obligation

to attend Sunday mass.
A concrete measure of religious behavior is participation in religious practices.

Three items in the survey

deal with church-related practices:

frequency of
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attendance of Mass, reception of communion, and going to
confession.

These items intercorrelate highly enough to

I1lHit their being summed to create an index called Church
Devotion (CHUDEV).
It may be desirable to measure the respondent's
affect for/emotional response to the church.

The data

set being studied here contains an item which allows the
respondent to place him/herself on a 5-point scale with
regard to how close one feels to the church (5 being very
close and I being not close at all).
cl early one's affect for,

This iter.! measures

closeness to the church.

This

sing 1 e i t em indicator will be called Closeness to the
Church (CLOCHU).
These four scales, BELONG, ORTH,

CHlJDEV and

CLOCHlJ are all in di cators of connectedness to the church.
ORTH measures connect edness in terms of bel ie fs.
is an indi ca t or in terms of behavior.

CHUDEV

BELONG measures

levels of appreciation for the church's providing a sense
of community.
church.

CLOCl-IU measures positive affect for the

These four indicators can be summed to compute

a factor-based scale which will be called Connectedness to
the Church (CHUCON).
Hypothesized Relationships
The primary quest ion being addressed in this
chapter is how do these religious variables affect one's
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support of the political authorities?

An equally important

quest ion is how do they influence one another.
in which

The order

I described the religious variables contains an

implicit theory of what I think leads one to be closely
connected to the church.

I sh all now try to r.Jake th a t

theory cxpl ici t.
One's religious socialization in the home should
have some influence on one's religious attitudes and
behaviors.

I v.ould postulate that this socialization

should influence the respondent's images of God, and
connectedness to the church.

If religion has been a source

of joy for one's parents, the respondent may try to replicate that experience by seeking out others who are having
that experience.

Further,

a joyful experience of reI igion

had by the earlier generation which was in all likelihood
accompanied by convent ional images of God (unfort unat ely
there is no direct

indicator of parental mages of God),

may generate like images in the offspring.
church devot ion,

Parental

an indirect indicator of parental church

connectedness, may generate church connectedness in this
generation.
Having had spiritual experience (s) should influence
one's images of God (see Greeley, 1981, 1982).

The more

one has had such experiences, the more likely one would
picture God in some salient fashion.

Further, these

experiences may have some impact on one's connectedness to
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to the church.

Family background mayor may not influence

the frequency of these types of experiences.
Having conventional images of God will probably
lead one to seek out those with similar images and to be
more orthodox in one's beliefs.

Having these images may

lead one to church-oriented devotions.

Thus, conventional

images of God may contribute to church connectedness.
As hypothesized earlier, the more closely one is
connected to the church (if it is indeed performing an
integrative function) the more likely one should be supportive of the political authorities.

The more one has

positive affect for the church the more likely one would
have positive affect for the authorities.
The hypothesized relationships stated to this
point can be presented in diagram form (see Figure 3.1).

FAHJOY ~

~.

"\y

+

CHUCON - - - - - - - + - - . : ; )

CONAUTH

CONVGOD

FAMDEV

Figure 3.1.

Hypothesized relationships with CONAUTH
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Resul ts
A comparison between Figures 3.1 and 3.2 will show
that most but not all of the hypothesized relationships
hold true.

The hypothesized relationships which did not

fulfill these criteria and thus are not shown in Figure
3.2 are as follows:
1.

the positive relationship between FAMDEV and
CHUCON;

2.

the positive relationship between SPIR and
CONVGOD;

3.

any relationship between SPIR and CHUCON.

However, the other hypothesized relationships do meet the
established criteria for inclusion in the model.

FM1JOY~

~

~
CONVGOD

~ CHUCON

I

.26

>

CONAUTH

R2
N

Figure 3.2.

Path analytic model of CONAUTH

.07
830
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The key finding, thus far,

is that connectedness

to the church has a direct, positive influence on confidence in the political authorities.

The closer one is

connected to the church the more likely one is to have
confidence in governmental authorities (as indicated by a
beta of .26 between CHUCON and CONAUTH).
Community Context
Reviewing Muller's (1979) work on aggressive
political pa.rticipation and my own on the relationship
between church attendance and system affect one will
notice that community context was an important variable
that influenced the hypothesized relationships.
To see if community context had an influence on
the relationship between CHUCON and CONAUTli, I ran the
bi variate correlat ions between CHUCON and CONAUTH controlling for community size (see Table 3.1).

Table 3.l.
Community

The results

CONAVTH with CHUCON by community size
Pearson r

Significance

N

(90)

Farm

.38

.0001

Small Town

.32

.01

(294 )

Suburb

.19

.005

(211 )

Small City

.19

.006

(220)

Large City

. 08

N.S .

(l00)
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in Table 3.1 indicate that the larger the population base
of where one lives the less important being close to the
church becomes with regard to affect for the political
authorities.

Indeed, it shows that the church has a

greater impact in areas where it does not have to compete
with so many alternative influences.
One can collapse the five categories of community
size to rural and urban (Appendix B) and then test the overall model controlling for community type to see if there are
are different dynamics influencing religion's relationship
wi th affect for authorities in the two different contexts.
Results
What needs to be examined at this point are the
differences between the two models controlling for community type (Figures 3.3 and 3.4) and the hypothesized model,
the tested model with no controls instituted, and each
other.

Fflf1JOY

.']Y

CONVGOD

.30

~

CHUCON

_.3_6_~>

CONAUTH

\

SPIR

R2

N
Figure 3.3.

= .13
= 345

Path analytic model of CONAUTH in the rural
community
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.25
FAt1JOY

~

CONVGOD

__
.3_5_":11':> CHUCON

.19

CONAUTH

\
R2 =
N=

Figure 3.4.

.03
480

Path analytic model of CONAUTH in the urban
community

Interestingly enough, in the rural context one of
the hypothesized relationships which does not appear in the
overall model appears here:
between SPIR and CONVGOD.

the positive relationship
Further, this relationship does

not appear in the urban context.

(A discussion of SPIR

and the generation of religious imagery can be found in
Appendix C.)

With th is except ion, the reI at ionships

between the religious variables are fundamentally the same
as in the overall model.
The more substantive difference between the two
community contexts lies in the relationship between CHUCON
and CONAUTH.

The relationship between CHUCON and CONAUTH

is represented by a beta of .26 in the oVf:rall model, a
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beta of .36 in the rural context, and a beta of .19 in the
urban context.
Discussion
What is it about community context that influences
the relationship between CHUCON and OONAUTH?

Earlier,

I

indicated that the church may be a more important cuegiver in the more-bounded small communities than in the
less-bounded, more populated areas where there are many
differing institutions competing for the individual's
loyal ty.

This is one possible expl anat ion for the 1 ack

of any relationship in the larger communities.
Another possible explanation is that the respondents may be making finer distinctions in their replies
depending upon the community contexts they reside in.

As

mentioned earlier, the political measure is supposed to
tap affect for the political authorities, not affect for
the political system.
measure of the latter.

This data set does not contain a
Muller, Jukam, and Seligson (1982)

have conducted a cross-national study comparing indicators
of diffuse political support.

One of the indicators they

study is the Trust in Government index which probably
evokes from some respondents affect for incumbent poli ticians rather than an evaluation of the political system.
The measure used in this chapter has that same characteristic~

They found that some low trust people are alienated
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from the political system but no high trust people are.
They also found that a measure which directly taps system
support is a much better predictor of antisystem behavior
than the trust in government index.
It may be the case that in urban areas the respondents are making distinctions between the system and the
authorities.

Thus the levels of affect for authorities

would be more the result of immediate events than of the
integrative function which religion plays.

If we had a

measure of system support we could probably expect a
stronger relationship between the religious variable and a
political variable which taps this type of support than we
find between the religious variable and affect for the
political authorities.

In the rural areas, our results

may be indicating that the respondents are really voicing
their feelings about the authorities and the system in
general, not making this distinction.

If that is the

case, the reason religious variables have a stronger relationship with the political indicator becomes clearer.

It

may be that the religious variable's influence on political
support in the urban setting is not as great because the
respondents distinguish between authorities and the system.

This is an empirical question which will have to

remain unanswered at this time.
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Conclusions
Some subsidiary findings in this chapter are that
one is rrore likely to be closely connected to the church
if one comes from a family with a joyful experience of
religion and has conventional images of God.

Socializa-

tion taking place in a family with a joyful experience of
religion increases the likelihood of holding a larger number of convent ional images of God.

If one is in the rural

community spiritual experiences also increase this likelihood.
The major finding of this chapter is that connectedness with the church is positively related to affect
for the political authorities.

This relationship is

stronger in the rural context.

That is to say, religion

can be an agent of political stability.

CHAPTER 4

RELIGION AND THE INPUT OF DEMANDS
In the previous chapter, I concluded that connectedness to the church contributes to confidence in the
political authorities.

This offers support for the

Durkheimian notion that religion plays an integrative
function.

Luckmann (1967) feels that religion in its

original form serves this function and helps to give
legitimacy to the status quo.

But he points out that

once religion is localized in specialized institutions
tension can arise between religion and the everyday world.
Demereth and Hammond (1969: 198) in contrasting Weber and
Durkheim state that for Durkheim religion is a conserving
force in the community while for Weber it is a source of
challenge and new interpretation, promoting social change
by playing a prophetic role.
This chapter is going to deal with the notion that
religion can play a prophet ic role.

Chapter 3 demonstrated

that religion contributes to political stability.

What

generates a feeling that the institutional church should
contribute to sociopolitical change?

The answer to this

question will be the focal point of this chapter.
Weber (1946:323-359) describes practitioners of
religion as being able to take four possible stances with
38
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regard to the world:

inner-worldly asceticism, other-

worldly asceticism, inner-worldly mysticism and otherworldly mysticism.

It is the inner-worldly ascetic who

would attempt to re-form the world in a rational manner:
• • • the unique concentration of human behavior
leading to salvation may require the participation
within the world (or more precisely: within the
institutions of the world but in opposition to
them) of the religious individual's idiosyncratically sacred religious mood and his qualifications
as the elect instrument of God.
This is "innerworldly asceticism". • • .
In this case the world
is presented to the religious virtuoso as his
responsibility.
He may have the obligation to
transform the world in accordance with his ascetic
ideals, in which case the ascetic will become a
rational reformer or revolutionary on the basis
of a theory of natural rights.
Examples of this
were seen in "the "Parliament of the Saints" under
Cromwell, in the ~uaker State of Pennsylvania, and
in other types of radically pietistic conventicle
communism (1964:166).
Thus, religion for Weber can playa prophetic role-promoting social and political change, transforming
wants into demands for action.
Not long ago I was sitting in a church service and
the priest was preaching about the question of modern warfare.

He was reflecting on considerations from the Gospel

and the Church's teachings which he thought Christians
should keep in mind when looking at America's defense posture and nuclear proliferation.

A fellow in the pew behind

me, talking to his· spouse, kept up a running commentary on
what the priest was saying.

The fellow kept saying how

inappropriate it was for a priest to be speaking from the
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pulpit on such issues.
political rally!"

"This is a house of worship, not a

In contrast to his response, a number

of the congregation went up to the priest after the service to either thank him for his courage to speak out on
such an issue or praise his presentation of such a
balanced view.
What are the differences between those who were
appreciative of the sermon and the fellow who criticized
the priest?

The appreciative ones saw no incongruity

between the priest preaching on and raising questions about
sociopolitical issues and this taking place during a worship service.

The fellow who was critical saw a definite

split between concerns of a "worldly" nature and worship.
One need not look far for official statements from
the church about social justice, racial integration, the
rights of workers, the morality of war and the imperative
of peace.

The statements of Vatican II and papal encycli-

cals are rife with commentary on these issues (Gibbons,
1963; Gremillion, 1976; John Paul II, 1981).

John Paul

II in "Laborem Exercens" (performing work), a recent
encyclical pointed up the role he felt the church should
take with regard to social issues, especially the issue
of work:
.
the church considers it her task always to
call attention to the dignity and rights of those
who work, to condemn situations in which that dignity and those rights are violated, and to help
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guide the above-mentioned changes so as to ensure
authentic progress by man and society (19S1:11).
He also noted that the two cor:1ponents of the social question whi ch the church must deal with are just ice and
peace.

"Commi tmen t

to just ice must be close 1 y linked wi th

commitment to peace in the modern world" (1981:11).
One also does not need to look far for arguments
which contend that the church and its ministers should not
be involved in the raising of social or political questions.

Campbell and Holloway (1970: 3-4) have some harsh

things to say about the church being involved in social
action:
To engage in what the Church calls "social act ion"
is purely and simply to lie about reconciliation,
to live as if it were obedience to law, to try to
please God (and ourselves) by what we do by and
for ourselves, and so reject the gift of what he
did for us in Christ. • . • Not social action,
for this rejects the gift of grace and contradicts
the Good News by turning it into the Bad News of
programs, strategies, imperatives, laws and acts
of obedience which, in trying to "please" God and
oursel ves with what we do for him, in fact recrucifies him.
--

J. G. Davies (1976:10-33), although he argues for
Christian-based involvement in politics, gives a useful
summary of some arguments against such involvement:
(i) The church's business is religion not politics (p. 15) • • •

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .15). .• • •
·....................
Christianity is concerned with the Kingdom

(ii) Religion is a private affair (p.
(iii)

of God and is therefore essentially otherworldly (p. IS) • • .
•

•

•

•

•

Q

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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(iv) Jesus was apolitical and his followers, as
imitators of him, must therefore have nothing to do with politics (p. 23) . • .

. . ......... . ........

(v) The teaching of Jesus is not applicable to
politics (p. 26) . . •
(vi) Politics is party politics and is to be
avoided because of the danger to Christian
unity and also of the possible emergence
of a new integralism (p. 29) . . . .
(vii) Politics involves the use of power which
Christians must reject (p. 33) . . .
The question to be dealt with in this chapter is
not whether or not the church should be involved in raising
and acting on social issues.

Rather, the question is what

types of background variables, issue stances, and religious imagery might contribute to the approval or disapproval of the institutional church and its ministers
raising and taking action on sociopolitical issues.

To

use the language in the introduction, the question could
be stated thusly:

"What is it that contributes to the

feeling that the church and its functionaries should
articulate and promote demands of a social and political
nature?"
The Church As An Agent of Social Action
To measure levels of agreement with the view that
the church should articulate and act on social and political issues I was able to select three items which form the
basis for a factor-based additive index.

One item deals
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with the church in general, while the other two items deal
with priests.
This additive index will be called Church as an
Agent of Social Action (CRUSOC).

It includes measures of

approval of the church being involved in social action
(such as promot ing integrat ion or human right s), approval
of priests using the pulpit to discuss social issues, and
approval of priests being involved in politics on the
national or local level if they so desire.
Influences on Church As An
A~ent of Social Action
What would motivate a person to feel the church
should be an agent of social action?

Certain stances

(wants) concerning progressive issues would probably be
relevant.

An attitude that the church should become more

liberal in its internal structures may influence the
approach the respondent feels the church should take with
regard to "secular" affairs.

Religious imagery, the roots

of one's religious story, probably will influence one's
attitudes towards the institutional church's approach to
the world.

Education could have a possible impact on one's

perspect i ve regarding the "proper" role of the church vis
~

vis the "outside world."

Furthermore, political ideology

should have some influence on the view that the church
ought to raise sociopolitical issues.

A description of

these potential influences is .now in order.
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Wants with regard to particular social issues
would seem to influence whether or not the respondent would
feel the church should articulate those or similar desires.
Various issues have dominated political discussion in
recent times:

e.g., war and peace, nuclear proliferation,

racism, poverty, ecology and pollution, women's rights,
homosexual rights, international terrorism.

The sample

studied here was asked several questions which tap some of
these issues.
With regard to racial attitudes respondents were
asked three questions from which an additive racism scale
can be constructed.

They were asked questions which deal

part icularly with blacks:

Do they agree that whites have

a right to keep blacks out of their neighborhoods?

Do

they feel that blacks should not push themselves where
they are not wanted?

Do they feel there is any obI iga tion

to promote racial segregation?

All of these items can be

combined to form a scale which measures levels of racism
or, conversely, racial tolerance (RACISM).
A single-item indicator asks how important it is
to the respondent that she/he help solve social problems
such as poverty and air pollution.

This variable will be

called Social Concern (SOCCON).
Homosexuali ty has, in recent years, become a poli tical issue with regard to employment in schools or government.

Political battles have taken place in various
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locales from Dade County, Florida to San Francisco, California over this issue.

There is not an item in the sur-

vey which asks about the political rights of homosexuals,
but there is an item which asks about the morality of
sexual relations between two adults of the same sex.

The

respondent's judgement of the propriety of such actions is
an indicator of tolerance of this type of behavior.

This

variable will be called Tolerance of Homosexuals (HmISEX).
Attitudes concerning radical internal reform
within the church may have some influence on attitudes held
about how the church shoul d deal with the "world."

There

are three items which can be combined to form a factorbased, additive index.

These items all tap what could be

termed a "progressive" orientation with regard to sexuality
and with regard to rules regarding the priesthood.

Respon-

dents were asked how important it is to them that these
changes be made in the church:

bringing church teachings

on birth control and divorce into line with current social
practices; allowing priests to marry; and allowing women to
become priests.

The responses to these three questions are

swnmed to create an index called Radical Reform wi thin the
Church (CHURAD).
Clifford

Ge~rtz

(1975) has suggested that both

religion and ideology are cultural systems.

They provide

the way in which sociopolitical systems are organized.
"Culture patterns--religious, philosophical, aesthetic,
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scientific, ideological--are "programs"; they provide a
template or blueprint for the organization of social and
psychological processes, much as genetic systems provide
such a template for the organization of organic processes"
(1975:216).

Political ideology may influence the atti-

tudes people have with regard to the role they feel the
institutional church should play in terms of articulating
and acting on demands.

Ideology may also influence the

wants people may have with regard to sociopolitical issues.
The survey includes an item regarding political views
which asks the respondent to place him/herself on a seven
point continuum ranging from extremely liberal to
extremely conserva ti ve.

This variabl e will be referred

to as Political Ideology (IDEOL).
Education may influence one's attitudes towards
the church being an agent of social act ion.

Indeed, i t

may also influence the development of progressive social
att i tudes.

The survey includes an item which asks what is

the highest level of education the respondent has attained.
This will serve as a measure of Education (EDUC).
Images of God were discussed in the previous
chapter.

Two factor-based, additive scales have been con-

structed which concern such imagery:

one measures conven-

tional images of God (CONVGOD) and the other measures warm
images of God (WMGOD).

Elsewhere (Hoffman, 1981:117-133)

I have demonstrated that those who see God as mother (one
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of the images making up the WMGOD scale) are those IIDSt
likely to be socially concerned.

Those who see God as

lover are al so likely to be socially concerned.

It woul d

seem that warm images of God may influence one's attitudes
towards the church acting for social issues, as well as
influencing some of the attitudes that may generate that
desire.

It would also be interesting to test whether con-

ventional images of God influence either one's attitudes
towards the church as an agent of social action and/or
the wants with regard to issues or internal reform of the
church.
Further, it would be appropriate to examine those
variables which influence this reI igious imagery.

In the

previous chapter, family religious atmosphere (FAMJOY) and
spiritual experiences (SPIR)--at least in the rural context--were seen to influence conventional images of God.
I shall al so examine these variables with regard to warm
images of God.
Hypothesized Relationships
What variables explain differences between
individuals in the extent to which they believe that the
church and its ministers should articulate and act on
sociopolitical demands?

The variables described in the

previous section are those which are hypothesized as
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having an influence on this attitude about the church
as an agent of social action.
Tolerance of homosexuality, social concern, and
support of radical internal church reform should all have
posi tive direct effects on Church as an agent of social
action.

Racism should have a negative direct effect.
Education may have a positive direct effect on

Church as an agent of social act ion.

If not,

may be mediated by the various issue stances.

its influence
Further,

education would probably have positive direct effects on
tolerance of homosexual it Y and social concern.

It may

also have a posit i ve direct effect on internal church
reform.

It should be negatively related to racism,

indi-

cating that as education increases, racism decreases.
Poli tical ideology, measured from extremely liberal
to extremely conservative, may have a negative direct
effect on church as an agent of social act ion.

This

influence of ideology may be mediated by the various issue
stances.

Ideology will probably have negative direct

effects on tolerance of homosexuality and social concern,
and a positive direct effect on racism.
Religious imagery may have an influence on Church
as an agent of social act ion.

Those with warm images of

God will probably be more likely to approve of the church
being an agent of soc ial act ion.

This approval may be

mediated by warm imagery's positive direct effect on social
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concern.

Warm images may have a positive direct effect on

radical internal reform of the church.

Tolerance of homo-

sexuals may be influenced by these images of God; however,
the direction of this influence is not

~ediately

clear.

Homosexuality is a moral issue upon which many institutional churches have pronounced negative judgement.

Reli-

gious imagery may be either positively or negatively
related to tolerance of homosexuality.

Conventional

images of God would probably have negative direct effect
on homosexual tolerance, but warr.l images may have no
influence.

Conventional images of God would probably have

negative direct effects on church as an agent of social
action and church radical reform.

I can see no reason why

convent ional imagery woul d influence levels of soci al concern one way or the other.
Spiritual experiences will directly influence warm
~nages

of God.

I have already demonstrated this elsewhere:

"Perhaps it is this intimate, personal experience which
allows one to see God as an int imate, loving, caring being"
(Hoffman, 1981:33).

In the previous chapter it was

already demonstrated that family religious atmosphere has
a direct positive effect on conventional images of God.
Here I will test to see whether or not this atmosphere
influences warm images of God.
In Figure 4.1 I have diagrammed the hypothesized
relationships.
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Figure 4.1.

Hypothesized relationships with CHUSOC
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Results
Figure 4.2 illustrates the results of testing
these hypotheses.

One should first note that radical

internal church reform (CHURAD), conventional images of
God (CONVGOD), and family religious atmosphere (FAMJOY)
have been deleted from the model.

This is because none of

these variables have direct effects on any of the other
variables in the model.
Church as an agent of social action is influenced
directly by the various issue stances:
sexuals, racism,

and $ocial concern.

tolerance of homoEducation, political

ideology, warm images of God and spiritual experiences all
indirectly influence approval of the church's articulation
of demands.

EDUC~____
·_22____~)

~HOMSEX
IDEOl

_
-.!...2::..:3::....-_~

_

~

WMGOD ~

Y

RACISM

-~ CHUSOC
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R2

N

=

.15
670
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Figure 4.2.

Path Analytic Model of CHUSOC
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Tolerance of homosexuality is directly influenced
by education and political ideology.
influenced by political ideology.

Racism is directly

Social concern is

directly influenced by warm images of God, which also
mediate the influence of spiritual experiences.
When the three variables (SOCCON, HOMSEX, RACISM)
which directly affect Church as an agent of social action
are examined for their impact on CHUSOC by each of the
five levels of community size, no consistent patterns of
rural versus urban differences emerge (see Appendix B).
For the most part, each variable influences CHUSOC in all
contexts, and variations in magnitude of influence follow
no consistent pattern.
Discussion
Most of the variables introduced in this chapter
either directly or indirectly influence CHUSOC in the
anticipated directions.
firmed:

Several hypotheses were discon-

CHURAD has no influence on CHUSOC; CONVGOD is not

related to C'rlUSOC; FAMJOY does not influence WI,lGOD.

What

do these deviations from the hypothesized model mean?
I found that progressive stances on homosexuality,
social concern and race all directly influence CRUSOC.
Radical Internal Church Reform (CHURAD), however, doe's not
influence CHUSOC.

CHURAD measures a progressive orienta-

tion yet it does not influence the attitude one has with
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reference to the church's approach to the "world."

This

indicates that liberalism with regard to ecclesiastical
matters such as divorce and rules regarding the priesthood
does not extend to liberalism concerning the church's
stance towards secular affairs.

CHURAD does not promote

CHUSOC nor does it mil i tate against it.

Att i tudes on

internal church reform are simply irrelevant with regard

.

to what contributes to the view that the church should be
an agent of social action.
Religious imagery was found to have an influence
on confidence in the pol it ical author i t ies in Chapter 3.
Such imagery was expected to also influence the view that
the church should be an agent of social action.

In

Chapter 3, I found that conventional images of God, mediated by church connectedness, raise levels of confidence
in the political authorities.

These images have no influ-

ence on any of the issue stances or on CHUSOC.

Warm images

of God, mediated by social concern, do have a positive
influence on the view that the church should be an agent
of social action.

They contribute to the feeling that the

church should be an agent of sociopol i tical change.
gious imagery has political consequences.

ReI i-

Conventional

images of God contr.ibute to political stability while warm
images of God contribute to political change.
Family religious atmosphere influences conventional
images of God but not warm images of God.

Spiritual
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experiences influence warm images but have an influence
on conventional imagery only in the rural environment.
A brief discussion of spiritual experiences and religious
imagery will be presented in Appendix C.
There are several paths to increases in levels of
the view that the church and its functionaries should be
articulators of demands of a sociopolitical nature.

Tol-

erance of homosexual i ty (HOMSEX), and social concern
(SOCCON) have independent, positive effects on CRUSOC.
Racial intolerance (RACISM) has an independent, negative
effect on

~rlUSOC.

Education's and political ideology's

influences on CRUSOC are mediated by the issue stances.
EDUC has a positive influence on HOMSEX.
infl uence on both HOMSEX and RACISH.

IDEOL has an

Education, contrary

to the hypothesis, does not militate against racism.

For

this sample it has no effect on levels of racial tolerance.
Warm images of God influence levels of social concern
(SOCCON).

These images do not influence the other issue

stances in the final model.

The most distinctively "reI i-

gious" path to CRUSOC is that of SPIR to WMGOD to SOCCON.
The other possible paths are EDUC to HOMSEX,
HOM SEX , and IDEOL to

RACIS~1.

IDEOL to

Both "religious" and "non-

religious" influences contribute to the view one will take
wi th regard to the role of the church vis i1 vis "secular"
affairs.
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Why do warm images of God influence only social
concern but not tolerance of homosexuality and racism?
Homosexual tolerance is a moral issue.

This measure does

not speak of rights, only of moral i ty.

Warm images contrib-

ute to neither approval nor condemnation.

If asked about

the legal rights of homosexuals perhaps warm imagery might
have an influence.

That is an empirical question which

rrrust remain unanswered at this point.
is sOr.lewhat different.

The raci sm issue

The operationalization of this

variable addresses integration and generalized feelings
towards blacks.
racism.

Warm images of God have no influence on

The respondents have not made a link between this

issue and their personal religious stories.

There is

however a link between their warm images of God and how
important the respondents feel it is to spend their tir.le
attempting to sol ve social problems such as poverty and
poll ution (SOCCON).

Those with warm images of God have

an altruistic concern with regard to poverty and pollution.
When asked concretely to commit time and effort to the
solution of social problems those with warm images of God
are more likely to step forward.
Conclusions
This chapter's purpose was to identify background
variables, wants, and religious imagery which would generate the feeling that the church and its functionaries
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should articulate and promote demands of a sociopolitical
nature.

The introduction voiced the question as to what

types of wants would generate this sentiment.

The answer

is progressive attitudes with regard to racial issues,
homosexuality and social concern for poverty and pollution.
What influences these wants?
political ideology,

A generalized "want,"

influences tolerance of homosexuality

and racial attitudes.

The more liberal one is the more

likely one is to be racially tolerant and tolerant of homosexuals.

Conversely,

the more conservative one is, the

nnre likely one is to be intolerant of homosexuals and
blacks.

Increased education also leads to increased

tolerance of homosexuals.

Possessing warm images of God

(the likelihood of which is increased by having had spiritual experiences) increases the likelihood of being concerned about the solution of social problems such as
poverty and pollution.
Atti tudes about church. reform, conventional imagery
of God, and family religious atmosphere do not influence
approval of the church being an agent of social action,
the wants which generate that feeling, nor the variables
which influence those wants.
I n sum, tho se who feel that the church and i t s
functionaries should articulate sociopolitical demands,
demands which are critical and prophetic in a Weberian
sense, are those who possess progressive attitudes with
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regard to race, homosexuality,

and social concerns.

Those

who possess these attitudes would be more likely to be
those who are more highly educated or more liberal in
poli tical ideology or possess warm images of God and have
had spiritual experiences.

This chapter demonstrates that

religion does not necessarily have to promote political
stability.

Certain attitudes, background characteristics,

and religious stories contribute to the view that the
church should promote sociopolitical change.

CHAPTER 5
RELIGION AND CONVENTIONAL
POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
The third interest expressed in the introduction
was the question of what influence does religion have on
overt support, particularly, conventional political participat ion.

To answer this quest ion i t is important to

specify what is meant by political participation.

Once

I have done this I shall review prior research on one form
of political participation:
ticipation.

conventional political par-

I will then make certain hypotheses based on

this prior research which should be tested to see if they
hoI d for the sample beine; studied here.

Following that I

shall postulate certain relationships whicL should exist
between conventional political participation and the variables studied in the previous chapters.

By testing all of

these hypotheses I will be able to see what influence
religion has on conventional political participation.
Political Participation
Verba, Nie, and Kim (1978:1) have defined political
participation as "those legal acts that are more or less
aimed at influencing the selection of governmental personnel and/or the actions that they take."
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The focus of this
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definition is legal activities.

This limits the scope of

political participation to such activities as voting, campaigning, contacting public officials, involving oneself
in problem solving organizations, and other legal means of
influencing the making and execution of public policy.
Milbraith and Goel (1977:2) have defined political
part icipat ion "as those act ions of private citizens by
which they seek to
politics."

i~fluence

or support government and

Muller (1977b :64) has pointed out that "the

Milbraith-Goel definition can be seen to encompass three
conceptually dist inct modes of pol it ical part icipat ion
• Democratic Participation, Aggressive Participation,
and Patriotic Participation."

Democratic participation

would refer to such conventional activities as voting,
campaigning, contacting public officials and unconventional
activities such as boycotts and demonstrations.

Aggressive

participation would refer to illegal political behaviors
such as civil disobedience and political violence.

An

example of patriotic participation, for Milbrai th and Goel
(1977:12), would be flying the flag.
~,luller,

in his Aggressive Political Participation

(1979: 4-5), writes about collective pol it ical part icipat ion:
• . . collective political participation may be
defined as behavior intended to influence authorities, engaged in by groups of persons who do not
themselves occupy posit ions of authority in a
political system.
Collective political participation occurs in a profusion of concrete manifestations.
In societies with regularly scheduled,
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competitive elections, collective political participation is focused on the electoral process:
groups of people proselytize for parties and
candidates, attend meetings, rallies, and demonstrations, perform a variety of tasks to help a
party or candidate during a campaign, become fullfledged members of political parties or clubs.
This is politics as usual, "ordinary" political
participation.
But the domain of collective
political participation is much broader than this.
It includes many forms of extraordinary or unconventional behavior: participating in illegal
strikes, seiz ing publ ic buildings, batt ling. wi th
police or with other demonstrators, becoming
involv~d with a group that wants to dislodge the
government by violent means.
"Ordinary" political participation could also be called
conventional political participation to distinguish it
from the forms of "extraordinary" behavior which Muller
calls agGressive political participation.
Muller (1979:6) defines aggressive political participation in the following way:
Drawing on Dougl as Hibbs I definition of mass
political violence, aggressive political participation will be defined as behavior that possesses
these propert i es :
(l ) it must be an t i-reg ime in
the sense of deviating from legal or formal regime
norms regarding political participation, that is,
i t must be political action that is illegal;
(2) it must have political significance, that is,
i t must be an att empt to influence the government
that inconveniences i t or disrupts its normal functioning; (3) i t must involve group activity on the
part of non-elites.
Scaff (1975a) adopts a somewhat different approach
with regard to political participation.

lie has attempted

to produce a conceptual clarification of political participat ion through the use of analyt ic and historical met hods.
He contends that two concepts of political participation
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have emerged in the tradition of Western political thought
which persist today.
Briefly, one concept emphasizes the idea of
sharing in common life and acting on the basis
of reciprocity :in order to promote the "public
good." The other looks upon participation as
an act of exchange, as an instrumental means
for gain ing power in order to increase the probability of realizing private benefits (1975b:
449) •

He (l975a: 82) would summarize these two concepts in the
phrases "participation as interaction" and "participation
as instrumental act ion. "
The first concept, that of participation as interaction, was derived from Aristotle and
. stresses the idea of public membership, of
cit izens "sharing" just ice and orient ing their
actions toward a "common good." It is closely
associated with a view of politics as the set of
act i vi ties and reI at ionships concerned with mai ntaining community, fostering cooper at ion among
individuals and groups, and encouraging settlenEnt of disputes through public communication.
As a form of political action, participation is
seen as based upon the individual's ident ifica t ion
with the common interests of the community; it
elicits a freedom to act with others in order to
promote shared purposes.
This notion of political
participation appears to be identified with a
particular combination of performed "functions":
it increases political knowledge, promotes "selfrealization," and develops pol it ical "virtues"
such as a sense of coopera~ion (1975a:82).
Participation as interaction is community-oriented, developing both the individual and the community.
The second concept, that of participation as instrumental action,
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is more closely related to influence and
power than to justice and community, for it
stresses the idea of protecting one's rights and
advancing one's own interests within a competiti ve context.
Ultimately, in this View, action
addresses itself to the problem of influencing the
distribution of political power.
Politics, in
turn, is understood as a struggle over scarce
power resources; in Lasswell's words, "the poli tical process is the shaping, distribution, and
exercise of power." Impl ici t in this part icular
concept is the notion that participation "functions" to ensure that citizens' interests are not
overlooked by elites; it "functions" to provide a
cloak of legitimacy for eli te decisions and hence
for the system in which d8cisions are made (1975a:
82) •

Participation as instrumental action is individual-oriented
and its "funct ions are connected with the dictates of sel finterest" (1975a: 88).
The Verba-Nie-Kim, :Ilil brai th- Goel, and !'.1ull er definitions of political participation all have some characteristics of what Scaff refers to as participation as instrumental action.

These definitions describe participation

as oriented towards influence (and for Milbraith-Goel,
support).

Also, actions are directed towards elites:

governmental personnel, the government, or authorities.
The action-type of these definitions is the influence of
. elites.

The value-orientations of these definitiions are

more oriented toward competition than reciprocity.
However, in terms of the ends and functions of
political participation the case is not so clear-cut.

The

motivation for political participation in these definitions
is not entirely specified.

The goaJ s for the individual
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participant may be either justice or power, or both.

Fur-

ther, participation could result in either of the sets of
functions specified in Scaff's descriptions.
In the introduction, I stated that for the purposes
of this dissertation politics includes all those actions
and att i tudes directed toward the influencing of the making
and execution of policy which deals with concerns in wh ich
all members of a society have an interest.

These actions

can take the form of overt support--poli tical participation.
Support, again, can be either positive or negative.
In this chapter,

I will focus on conventional polit-

ical participation as described by Jluller.
this are mundane and not theoretical.

The reasons for

The questions asked

of the sample do not include items which measure aggressive
or patriotic participation.

Further, there are no items in

the survey which \\Ould adequately differentiate between
participation as interaction and participation as instrumental action.

However, some of the variables examined in

earlier chapters, such as the issue stances and seeing the
desirabili ty of the church being an agent of social change,
may provide some indicators of the motivations for political participation and thus help clarify i f the ends of such
action for particul.ar participants are justice or power.
To measure conventional political participation
(CPP) I have constructed an additive index consisting of
items which ask whether the respondent has participated in
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the following activities in the past three or four years:
voted, contributed noney to a party or candidate, attended
political meetings or rallies, campaigned for a candidate,
worked actively in support of a cause, contacted a publ ic
official about some need or problem.
Prior Research on Conventional
Political Participation
~lilbrai th

and Goel (1977) have produced a useful

sununary of empirical findings with reference to pol it ical
participation.

They indicate that three variables which

are available in the data being analyzed here consistently
influence political participation:

education, political

interest, and partisanship.
Education (EDUC), which was used in the previous
chapter,

is measured by a single item indicator which asks

the respondent what is the highest level of education she/
he has attained

(ran~ing

from less than high school gradu-

ate to graduate or professional degree).

Political inter-

est (PI) is measured by the respondent's answer to how
often she/he follows what is going on in government and
public affairs (ranging from hardly at all to nost of the
time).

Partisanship (PA) is measured by an item which

indicates how strongly the respondent identifies with
ei ther of the two major pol i tical parties (ranging fron:
i..adependent and no preference to strong Republ ican or
strong Democrat).
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Education has consistently been found to influence
political participation.

"Perhaps the surest single pre-

dictor of political involvement is number of years of
education" (Campbell, 1962:20).

Milbraith and Goel (1977:

98) state that a "widely documented research finding is
that people with higher levels of education tend to participa te at a higher level than those with less education."
Political interest has also been found to influence
political participation.

Milbraith and Goel (1977:46)

\\Ti te that at "least a dozen studies spread over different
cuI tures .

• . have shown that persons who are more inter-

ested in and concerned about political matters are more
likely to be act i vists."

Researchers have used pol i tical

interest as a measure of psychological involvement in
politics and ha"e found that education positively influences this interest.

~lilbrai th

2r,d Goel (1977 :47), in

summarizing the findings of twelve different studies, write
that

I~ersons

of higher socioeconomic status (SES), espe-

cially higher education, are more likely to become highly
invol ved psychologi call y in pol it ics than persons of lower
status."

Thus, political interest influences participation

and this interest is intensified by education.
Verba and Nie (1972) have studied what they call
the standard model of political part icipa tion.

They have

said that socioeconomic status is an important predictor of
political participation.

'~itizens

of higher social and
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economic status participate more in politics.

This gener-

alization has been confirmed many times in many nations.
And it generally holds true whether one uses level of education, income or occupation as the measure of social
status" (1972: 125).

In summarizing previous research they

concl ude that "Most explanat ions of the relat ionship
between socioeconomic status and participation contain
the following basic components:
Socioeconomic Status

~

Civic Attitudes

~

Participation

Individuals of higher social status develop such civic
orientations as concern for politics,

information, and

feelings of efficacy, and these orientations in turn lead
to participation" (1972: 126).

These data contain measures

which can be used to test this model.
a measure of socioeconomic status.
is a civic orient at ion.

Educat ion (EDUC) is

Political interest (PI)

Convent ional pol i tical part i cipa-

tion (CPP) corresponds to the Verba and Nie overall
participation scale.

Verba and Nie (1972:136) adopt this

standard SES model as a baseline for their study.
acknowledge that other factors,

They

such as party membership,

can influence the working of this !rodel.
Political partisanship has also been found to
infl uence pol i tical part icipa tion :

".

• • rrore than a

dozen studies have shown that persons who strongly identify with or intensely prefer a political party (any party)
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are more likely to participate actively in the political
process" Olilbraith and Goel, 1977:54).

Milbruith and

Goel (1977:47,54) have also reported that those with
intense party preferences are also likely to be interested
in politics.

This may te the case, but here one finds a

chicken and the egg type si tuat ion.

Is it the case that

those who are pol it ically interested are rrore

lil~ely

to

become partisan, or vice versa?
The findings described in this section form the
basis for these hypothesized relationships to be tested
for Cathol ic and former Cathol ic young adul ts.
1.

Higher levels of education (EDUC) result in
higher levels of conventional political participation (CPP).

2.

Higher levels of political interest (PI)
result in higher levels of conventional
political participation (CPP).

3.

~lore

intense partisanship (PA) results in

higher levels of conventional political
participation (CPP).
4.

Higher levels of education (EDUC) result in
higher levels of political interest (PI).
Hypotheses 1, 2, and 4 summarize the Verba and Nie

standard SES model and the results of these hypotheses will
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be a test of that model.

Hypothesis 3 postulates a pos-

sible modification of that model.
There also will probably be a posi tive relationship between partisanship (PA) and political interest (PI),
but because of the problem with direction of causality
these results will be reported in the text but shall
remain unanalyzed.
Other Influences on Conventional
Political Participation
In my previous study of this data (Hoffman, 1981:
119-133), using loclinear analysis,

I found that social

concern (Sacco!\") was positively related to giving roney,
campaign ing, working for causes, and contacting pub 1 ic
officials.

I also found that having spiritual experiences

(using only one item instead of all three as here) in a
path analytic model had a direct positive influence on
conventional political participation (although the relationship was not strong enough to fulfill the criteria
adopted for this study).

It would be important to see i f

social concern (SOCCON) and having spiritual experiences
(SPIR) have an influence on conventional political participation (CPP).
In the previous chapters, I have examined what
variables generate the att i tude that the church shold be an
agent of sociopolitical action (CHUSOC), an articulator of
demands, and the attitude of confidence in the political
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authorities (CONAUTH), covert support.

In Easton's theory

these are different inputs into the pol it ical system:
demands and support.

It may be the case that those who

are more likely to feel that the church should articulate
demands (CHUSOC) would be more likely to participate poli tically.

This could be the case as political participation

is one possible means of causing policy to correspond to
demands.

Covert support (CONAUTH) may also influence

political participation in that those who have trust in
political authorities may overtly show that trust by participat ing in acti vi ties which serve to maximize the
"legi timacy" of the system (an instrumental approach to
participation).

I put these forward as weak hypotheses

because demands and covert support are distinct inputs into
the system and may not necessarily interact with this other
input, overt support (CPP).
~.lilbrai th

and Goel (1977: 47) report that "those

wi th intense preferences for a party, a candidate, or an
issue are highly incl ined to be interested in politics."
The issue intensity aspect of this finding indicates that
tolerance of homosexuality (HOMSEX), racism (RACISM), or
social concern (SOCCON) may influence levels of political
interest (PI).

Soctal concern, of the three issue orien-

tations, seems to be the most "politically oriented."

In

terms of motivation for involver.1ent in politics, both
racism or rather its reverse, racial tolerance, and social
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concern seem to be consistent with Scaff's notion of
participation as interaction's end being the promotion of
justice.
It has been found that "organizational involvement
is a major independent predictor of political participation" (Milbrai th and Goel,

1977: 111).

As partisanship

shows close ties to a particular organization, a political
party, church connectedness (CHUCON) also shows close ties
to an organization, the church.

It may be the case that

church connectedness will positively influence conventional
political participation (CPP).

Further, those who are

closely connected to the chu:rch n.ay be likely to be
closely connected to other organizations such as political
part ies (PA).
With regard to the other religious variables dealt
with in the previous chapters,

I do not hypothesize that

they have any direct influence on convent ional pol it ical
participation (although such influence will be tested for).
Their influence will probably be mediated by some of the
variables I have hypothesized as having a direct influence.
Warm images of God (WMGOD) will have an indirect :influence
mediated by social concern (SOCCON) i f social concern
influences political interest (PI) and/or conventional
political participation (CPP).

As already demonstrated in

Chapter 3, conventional images of God (CONVGOD) and family
religious joy (FA11JOY ) posit i vely influence connectedness
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to the church (CHUCON).

The influence of conventional

imagery and family religious atomosphere on either conventional political partictpation or political partisanship
would be mediated by connectedness to the church.
The hypotheses in this section can be added to
those of the previous sect ion as follows (see Figure 5.1):
5.

Higher levels of social concern (SOCCON) result
in higher levels of conventional political participation (CPP).

6.

Spiritual experiences (SPIR) have a positive
influence on conventional political participation
(CPP) .
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RACISM

+

_\;OCCON
SPIR

+

CHUSOC
I
,,

~+

+

PI

'+

I

r

I

J,
crp
-tI

I
1+

PA

./

I
+

I

CONAUTH

CHUCON

Figure 5.1.

Hypothesized relationships with CPP
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7.

The feeling that the church should be an articulator of sociopolitical demands (CHUSOC) may have
a positive influence on conventional political
participation (CPP).

8.

Higher levels of confidence in the political
authori ti~s (CONAUTH) may result in higher levels
of conventional political participation (CPP).

9.

Tolerance of homosexual tiy (HOMSEX) and social
concern (SOCCON) will increase levels of political
interest (PI).

Higher levels of racism (RACISM)

result in lower levels of political interest (PI).
10.

Higher levels of church connectedness (CHUCmn
result in higher levels of partisanship (PA)
and/or collect i ve polit ical part icipat ion (CPP).
Results
Figure 5.2 illustrates the results of testing these

hypotheses.

For the general sample of Catholic and forr.1er

Catholic young adults only the first four hypotheses are
confirmed.

Hypotheses 5 through 10 are not.

Social concern (SOCCON) , spiritual experiences
(SPIR), seeing the church as an agent of social action
(CHUSOC), confidence in political authorities (CONAUTH),
tolerance of homosexuality (HOMSEX), racism (RACISM), and
church connectedness (CHUCON) have neither direct influence
on convent ional pol i t ical part icipation (CPP) nor an
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Path analytic model of CPP

indirect infl uence mediated by pol it ical interest (PI) or
partisanship (PA).
Although social concern, racism,

tolerance of homo-

sexuals, warm images of God, and spiritual experiences
influence the articulation of demands by the Church they
do not influence levels of overt support.

They have an

important influence on an input into the political system,
but not this particular input.

To have an attitude with

regard to the church being a conduit for demands does not
mean that the individual wants to participate overtly.

To

say the church should articulate demands does not mean the
individual necessarily feels conventional participation is
the best or only way to work towards fulfillment of those
demands.
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Church connectedness, conventional images of God,
and family religious joy all influence confidence in political authorities.

This connectedness to an organization,

the church, does not necessarily mean the respondent will
be more likely to be connected to a political party or to
participate in conventional politics.

To be confident in

the political authorities does not mean the respondent will
have higher levels of conventional part icipat ion.

For

these young Cathol ics and former Catholics, being higher
in levels of trust,

covert support, does not mean they will

be higher in level s of overt support.
What is of significance here is that the model of
conventional political participation (using education,
political interest,

and partisanship) applies to these

young Catholics and former Catholics, explaining 22';;: of
the variance.

Those with higher education, political

interest, and part isanship are more likel y to participate
poli tically.

Education helps one see the pot ent ial impact

of politics on one's life and generates political interest.
Political interest and partisanship are positively related
(r = .18), although one cannot clearly know what direction
the flow of influence is.
When the three variables (EDUC, PI, and PA) whi ch
direct ly affect CPP are examined for their influence on CPP
by each of the five levels of community size, no consistent
rural versus urban differences emerge (see Appendix B).
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For the most part, each variable influences CPP in all contexts.
Conclusion
When one takes into account education, political
interest, and partisanship any impact of the other variables examined in this dissertation on conventional poli tical participation disappears.

This demonstrates that for

these Catholic and former Catholic young adults the generalizat ions about convent ional part icipat ion made about the
general American publ ic also apply.

The Verba and Nie

standard SES model as modified. by partisanship explains
conventional political participation for this sample.
Socioeconomic status is an important predictor of conventional political participation for Americans including
those who are young and from Catholic

bacl~grounds.

CHAPTER 6
RELIGION AND POLITICS:

THE INFLUENCE

OF RELIGIOUS IDENTIFICATION, SEX
AND ETHNICITY
The previous chapters have been concerned with the
testing of various models to see how religion influences
confidence in the political authorities, what types of
wants generate the feeling that the church and its functionaries should articulate sociopolitical demands, and
how reI igion influences
tion.

c~nventional

political participa-

The results of this inquiry thus far are summarized

in Figure 6.1.
The relationships illustrated in Figure 6.1 have
been discussed in the previous chapters.

The purpose of

this chapter is to discover whether or not these same
relationships hold for subgroups in the sample.
Religious identification, sex, and ethnicity have
been chosen for examination for two reasons.

First, to a

certain extent, these variables have been seen as important
in either political science or sociology of religion
research.

Second, there are sufficient respondents in

each subgroup of the sample for empirical testing.
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Religious Identification
Denomination and church attendance have been
variables examined with regard to political attitudes and
behaviors in much of the literature (see Menendez,
and Hanna, 1979 for fine bibliographies).

1977,

The sample

being examined here consists of respondents who are
Catholics or former Catholics.

The former Catholics were

raised as Catholics and have subsequently left the Church.
Another term applied to former Catholics is that of Catholic
"disidentifiers

o "

Religious disindentification refers to

"people wi thdrawingfrom the religious denomination in
which they were raised" (Greeley,

1979: 117).

Some recent studies have examined the influence
of being detached from an organized religion on the respondent's social and political attitudes (see Sullivan et
al., 1981; Roozen, 1978).

However, although there has

been some research on the causes of religious disidentification (Greeley, 1979a; Wuthnow, 1978; Kelley, 1972).
there has been little research regarding the potential
influence of religious disidentification on political
attitudes and behaviors.
My desire is not to examine why people left the
Catholic church.

~ather,

the question at hand is whether

or not disidentifiers differ from Catholics in terms of
the variables that influence levels of confidence in the
political authorities (CONAUTH), seeing the church and its
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functionaries as articulators of sociopolitical demands
(CHUSOC), and conventional political participation (CPP).
Sex
Sex may influence the relationship between religion
and politics.

It has been seen as an important variable

with regard to both the study of religion and the study of
politics.

As far as religious behaviors are concerned

women have been found to attend church more often than men
(Duncan and Duncan, 1978: 144).

Further, Greeley (1981) saw

gender as an important variable to test for possible differences in the dynamics generating the religious imagination.
Gender has also been seen as having an influence
on political behavior.

Milbraith and Goel (1977:116)

report that "The finding that men are nore likely to participate in politics than women is one of the most thoroughly substantiated in social science."

Verba, Nie, and

Kim (1978 :234) found that "In all societies for which we
have data, sex is related to political activity; men are
more act i ve than women."
In this chapter I will test the overall model,
differentiat ing by gender, to see if the dynamics contributing to confidence in the political authorities, seeing
the church as an agent of social act ion,
political participation vary by sex.

and conventional
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Ethnicity
In recent years there has been a resurgence of
interest in the influence of ethnic background.

Greeley

(1974) has pointed out the importance of examining ethnicity's potential influence on political participation.
He (1975b) has also studied the transmission of political
values between generations within ethnic groups.

Further,

he (1979b) has pointed out that ethnicity has an influence
on religious commitment.

Greeley, McCready, and Theisen

(1980:17) in their summary of current ethnic research
conclude that ethnic heritages seem to
endure migrat ion.
Apparently they are also
unlikely to be affected by education, generation
in the United States, and ethnic self-consciousness.
Certain ethnically linked traits (religion,
alcohol consumpt ion, pol it ical behavior) seem
to have remarkable durability despite assimilationist pressures.
ThUS, it would seem to be imperative to see if the model
describing the relations between religion and politics
varies by ethnic group.
Greeley (1977, 1975b) and Greeley, McCready, and
Theisen (1980) have also found that family structure is an
important aspect of the socialization process taking place
within ethnic subcultures.
pointed out:

As Greeley (1977: 210) has

"The way we behave in our political life,

then is at least to some extent shaped both by what ethnic
group we come from and by the family structures we have
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experienced in growing up, which themselves are typical
of our ethnic group."
Strauss (1964:318) has reviewed the family
structure literature, giving attention to two of its
aspects:
considered to be of most universal importance for socialization research.
The first of
these, power, is defined as "actions which control,
initiate, change or modify the behavior of another
member of the family. 11 The second, support, is
defined as "actions which establish, maintain, or
restore, as an end in itself, a positive effective
relationship with another family member."
A family which is high in power is one in which decisions
are being made primarily by one or other of the parents.
A low-power family would be characterized by decisionmaking being shared by the parents.

Support refers to

affective, positive actions characterizing the family.
Greel ey, McCready, and Theisen (1980) operat ionalize these concepts using items which are available for this
sampl e.

Power (POWER) is measured by an add i t i Ve'

factor-

based scale made up of two items which measures how decisions are made in the family and who metes out punishment.
If only one parent, or someone else, makes decisions and
metes out punishment the family would be high in power.
I f both parents share responsibil i ty for decisions and
punishment, 1. e., if the family is more "democratic," the
family is low in power.

Support (SUPT) is an additive,

factor-based index made up of two items which ask show
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close the respondent was to each parent during the teen-age
years.

The closer the respondent was to his/her parents

the higher the score on support (8UPT).
Ethnicity and family structure will be examined
for any influence on the dynamics generating confidence
in the political system, seeing the need for the church
being an agent of social action, and conventional political
participation.

Family structure will also be examined for

all subgroups examined in this chapter, although Greeley's
research indicates that it holds particular relevance for
ethnic groups.
In the data there are a sufficient number of respondents who claim German, Irish, or Italian ancestry to merit
separa t e anal ysis.

Other groups are not discussed onl y

because of insufficient cases to study with confidence.
Resul ts
Catholics and Catholic Disidentifiers
The results of testing the general model for
Catholics and Catholic disidentifiers can be seen in
Figures 6.2 and 6,3,

The variat ions between the overall

model (Figure 6.1) and Catholics (Figure 6.2) are sl ight,
This is to be expected because a large proportion of the
sample is Catholic.

The more important comparisons to be

examined here are those between Catholics and Catholic
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disidentifiers.

These comparisons shall follow the same

order as followed in the previous chapters:

f,irst, the

influences on confidence in the political authorities
(CONAUTH), second, the influences on seeing the church as
an agent of social action (CHUSOC), third, the influences
on conventional political participation (CPP).
Confidence in the Political Authorities (CONAUTH).
The model explaining confidence in the political authorities is similar for Catholics and disidentifiers.

The

variable which directly influences CONAUTH in both cases
is church connectedness (CHUCON).

The influence of CHUCON

for disidentifiers is somewhat smaller (beta = .22) than
for Catholics (beta

=

.27).

The fact that church connected-

ness has any influence at all for disidentifiers is significant.
It would seem that church connectedness, which is
connectedness to the Catholic church, would have no influence for disidentifiers.

They are respondents who no

longer identi fy with the Catholic church.
does influence CONAUTH for them.
cators,

However, CHUCON

Moreover, the same indi-

conventional images of God (CONVGOD) and family

religious atmosphere (FAMJOY) increase the likel ihood of
being closely connected to the church for Catholics and
disidentifiers alike (albeit at a lower level for disidentifiers).
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Disidentifiers are less likely to have conventional
images of God (mean = 17.99)

tb~n

Catholics (mean = 19.49).

Further, they are less likely to have experienced a joyful
religious atmosphere in their family of origin (mean =
2.09) than Catholics (mean = 2.50).

The lack of an experi-

ence of family religious joy and lower levels of acceptance
of conventional imagery probably contributed to their leaving the church.

But, the important finding here is that

disidentifiers are IIDre likely to be closely connected to
the church if they have that family experience and conventional imagery.
The fact that the dynamics contributing to church
connectedness and confidence in the political authorities
are similar for both groups (a discussion of the generat ion
of religious imagery and the influence of spiritual experiences for subgroups will be reserved for Appendix C) is the
surprising finding.

A possible explanation for this, and

other similarities to be discussed later,

is that there

exists a Catholic subculture which, i f socialization as a
youth takes place in it,

influences a person's attitudes

regardless of whether that person continues to identify
wi th that church or not.

This at least seems to be the

case with regard to the influences which generate confidence in the political authorities.
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Church as an Agent of Social Action (CHUSOC).

The

dynamics contributing to the generation of the feeling that
the church and its functionaries should articulate demands
of a sociopolitical nature (CHUSOC) are quite different for
Catholics and Catholic disidentifiers.

For Catholics, all

of the indicators in the general model apply; while for
disidentifiers only ideology and racism have any influence.
For disidentifiers, the more politically conservative a person is (IDEOL) the more likely the person will
oppose the church being an agent of social action.

Fur-

ther, racists (RACISM) are less likel y to approve of the
church being an agent of social action.

That is to say,

for disident ifiers liberal pol it ical ideology and racial
tolerance directly increase the likelihood of approval of
the church articulating issues of a sociopolitical nature.
Why is i t the case that Catholics' approval of the
church being an agent of social action is influenced by
all three issue stances:

tolerance of homosexuals (HOMSEX),

racism (RACISM), and social concern (SOCCON), while disidentifiers' approval is contingent upon only the issue
of racism (RACISM) and political ideology (IDEOL)?

I

would like to speculate as to a possible explanation.
For the disidentified, those who are more liberal,
and/or more racially tolerant are more likely to feel that
the church should take the stance of raising sociopolitical
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issues.

Sexual morality (HOMSEX) and a personal commitment

to spend time attempting to solve social problems (SOCCON)
are not related to the way they feel the church should act.
For these respondents who have distanced themselves from
the church, personal morality and personal activism are no
longer institutionally connected, i.e.,

church connected.

These respondents are on the outside looking in.

Thus,

their political ideology and a major social issue, racism,
influence the way they feel the institutional church should
approach the external world.

Those who are still wi thin

the church do not seem to distinguish sexual morality and
personal activism on social issues from their church.

The

church is a vehicle for these demands to be articulated.
The crux of the difference lies in outsiders having expectations of an institution and insiders having desires regarding a. group in which they hold membership.
Convent ion a I Pol i tical Part icipat ion (CPP).

The

models explaining conventional political participation for
Catholics and disidentifiers are identical.

The only dif-

ferences are in the magnitude of influence for particular
variables.

Education (EDUC) has a greater influence for

disidentifiers on political interest (PI) and on conventional political participation (CPP).

Partisanship (PA)

is also somewhat more important in generating CPP for the
disidentifiers.

This model explains more variance for the
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disidentifiers (R

2

=

.28) than for the Catholics (R 2

=

.20) •

The fact that Catholics and disidentifiers are
similar in the influences which generate CPP is another
piece of evidence that there may be a Catholic subculture
which socializes youth in such a way that responses to
political objects are similar for respondents raised in
that subculture regardless of whether or not they continue
to identify with it.
Males and Females
The results of testing the models controlling for
sex are summarized in Figures 6.4 and 6.5.

The interest

here is to describe any differences in the dynamics influencing confidence in the political authorities, seeing the
church as an agent of social action, and conventional
political participation which are a result of gender.
Confidence in the Political Authorities (OONADTH).
Church connectedness posit i vel y influences confidence in
the political authorities for both men and women.

Church

connectedness (CHUCON) has a somewhat greater effect for
women (bet a = .30) than for men (bet a = .22).

The church

is rnore sal ient for women in terms of how they approach
secular authorities.

At the same levels of church con-

nectedness, women are more likely to have confidence in
the poli tical authorities than men.
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The generation of church connectedness is similar
for both males and females.

Both a joyful family religious

atmosphere (FAMJOY) and conventional images of God (CONVGOD)
increase the likelihood of being closely connected to the
church.

Conventional imagery is somewhat more important

for males (beta = .39) than for females (b = .29); while
family religious joy is more influential for females (beta

=

.27) than for males (beta

=

.1S).

The family as an agent

of socialization into church-oriented religion seems to be
somewhat more important for females.

However, it should be

noted that the family structure in terms of support (SUPT)
has an influence on religious imagery for males.

Thus,

although the paths of influence are somewhat different, the
family is an important religious socializer for both males
and females.
Church as an Agent of Social Action (CHUSOC).

The

issues which influence seeing the church as an agent of
rocial action are the same for males as for the sample as
a whole.

However, although tolerance of homosexuality

(HOMSEX) and soQial concern (SOCCON) influence CRUSOC for
females, racism (RACISM) does not.

Racism is not an issue

for women with regard to what the church should be articulating.

It is unclear as to why this is the case.
Tolerance of homosexuality (HOMSEX) has a somewhat

greater influence for females (beta = .25) than for males
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(beta

=

.16).

A possible explanation may lie in the fact

that sexuality has recently taken on more social and political significance for women as a result of the women's
movement.
Ideology (IDEOL) and education (EDUC) have indirect
influence on CHUSOC for both males and females.

Educa-

tion's influence for males is somewhat different than
that in the general model in that, for males,
influences RACISM.

it directly

The more highly educated a male is the

less likely he is to be a racist.

This result is consis-

tent with a hypothesis in Chapter 4 which speculated that
as education increases, racism should decrease.
Social concern (SOCCON) influences (CHUSOC) for both
males and females.

However, while warm images of God (WMGOD)

(WMGOD) influence SOCCON for females they do not for males
This points out that warm religious imagery has a greater
influence for females with regard to how important they
feel social concerns are in terms of commi tt ing their time
to solving them.

For males warm images of God have no

influence on any issues and thus no direct or indirect
influence on CRUSOC.
Conventional Political Participation (CPP).

Males

and females are similar in the generation of conventional
political participation (CPP) in that political interest
(PI) and education (EDUC) both have a direct influence on
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CPP; and EDUC

influences levels of PI.

However, there

are some important differences between the sexes.
For males partisanship (PA) positively influences
·CPP.

This was also the case for the general sample.

PA

is influenced by two variables (excluding its correlation
with PI, r

=

.17), education and church-connectedness.

The more educated a male is the more likely he is to
involve himself with one of the major parties.

In Chapter

5, I hypothesized that higher levels of church-connectedness
would result in higher levels of partisan ship.

I suspected

that this might be the case because both church connectedness and partisanship represent close ties to particular
organizations.

For males, involvement in one organization,

the church, contributes to involvement with political parties.

It may be the case that males, more so than females,

are joiners.

This quality contributes to higher levels of

CPP.
For females social concern (SOCCON) positively
influences levels of political interest (PI).

In Chapter

5, I hypothesized that SOCCON would positively influence
PI.

This is the case for females.

influences both CRUSOC and PI.

Their social concern

Indirectly, SOCCON contri-

butes to higher levels of CPP.
Religious imagery does have an indirect influence
on CPP for males and females.

The imagery and mediators
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of influence are different.

Conventional imagery has a

positive influence on CPP for males mediated by CHUCON and
PA.

Warm imagery has a positive influence on CPP for

females mediated by SOCCON and PI.
Germans,

Irish,

and Italians

The results of testing the general model for those
of German,

Irish and Italian ancestry are presented in

Figures 6.6, 6.7,

and 6.8.

Any differences based on eth-

nici t y in the reI ationships with confidence in the pol it ical authorities,
act ion,

seeing the church as an agent of social

and conventional pol i tical part icipa t ion will be

discussed in this section.
Confidence in the Political Authorities (CONAUTH).
With respect to the variables influencing confidence in
the political authorities,

the Germans,

Irish and Italians

are all similar in that church connectedness (CHUCON) is
positively related to CONAUTH for all three groups.

CHUCOK

has the strongest influence for Italians (beta = .29) and
the least influence for the Germans (beta = .16).

The

dynamics generating confidence in the political authorities
are also rather different between the Germans and the Irish
in particular.
German confidence in political authorities is influenced both by CHUCON and by family style of decision-maldng
(POWER).

POWER has a negative influence on CONAUTH.

That
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is to say, socialization in a more authoritarian family
structure militates against confidence in the political
authorities.

Another way of putting this is to say that

the more democratic the style of decision-making in the
family of origin the more liltely the respondent is to have
confidence in the political authorities.
I would like to speculate as to an explanation.
This dynamic at first appears to be counterintuitive.

It

seems logical to think that if a person is socialized in
an authoritarian environment that person should be more
likely to place trust in external authorities as well.
However,

for the respondents of German ancestry, a famil y

structure characterized by high POWER tends to resul t
low confidence in the political authorities.

in

Perhaps,

because of historic experience with authoritarianism, those
of German background who experience a non-democratic style
of decision-making in the home tend to rebel in young
adulthood.

This rebellion is manifested in lower confidence

in the political authorities.

Another possible and noncon-

tradictory explanation can be posited.

Those German young

adul t s who have experienced a famil y structure low in POWER,
i.e.,

characterized by shared, democratic decision-making,

are more likely to have confidence in the political authorities.

Those from democratic families are more likely to

have confidence in the political authorities in a democratic
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system.

They generalize the experience of a democratic

family to a faith in authorities in a democratic system.
Thus the influence of POWER on CONAUTH may be the result
of rebellion and/or the transferral of trust in democratic
decision-making in the home to the political realm.
For the Irish CONAUTH is influenced both by CHUCON
and CONVGOD.

Those who are more closely connected to the

church are more likely to have confidence in the political
authorities.

Those who have more conventional images of

God are less likely to have confidence in the political
authorities.

This presents a puzzle.

positive influence on CONAUTH.
tive influence on CONAUTH.

CllUCON has a direct,

CONVGOD has a direct, posi-

CONVGOD has a direct, negative

influence on CONAUTH yet has a direct, positive influence
on CHUCON.

What possible explanation could be offered?

Why do conventional images of God decrease confidence in the political authorities?

Irish Catholics'

ancestors have had historical experience of foreign domination of their domestic politics.

This experience, which

may result in distrust of political authorities, may be
influencing the way Irish-American approach political
authorities.

Religion in Ireland historically has been a

political issue.

Primordial religious imagery may contrib-

ute to lower levels of confidence in the political authorities.

Yet, the case is not so clear.

Why would religious
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imagery have a negative influence on CONAUTH while church
connectedness has a positive influence?
The experience of many immigrant groups in the
United States has been that the church has provided an
interface between the people and the government.

The

church has often been the institution around which political organization has taken place.

Conventional religious

imagery for the Irish contributes to closer ties with the
church.

Yet, in the theory of the religious imagination,

images of God are more primordial than doctrines and
church-oriented att i tudes and behaviors.

A person of Irish

descent is more likely to be closely connected to the church
church if she/he has conventional images of God.

This

church connectedness increases the likelihood of confidence
in the political authorities, as it should i f the church
has been a successful focus for political organization.
Also,

for the Irish, images of God maintain their histori-

cal character and have a direct negative influence on confidence in the political authorities.
sketchy and highly speculative.

This explanation is

Future research may pos-

sibly improve upon it.
The dynamics contributing to church connectedness
are similar for the Germans and the Irish in that famil y
religious atmosphere

(FA~IJOY)

and conventional images of

God (CONVGOD) positively influence church connectedness.
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The Italians are somewhat different.

CHUCON is influenced

positively by OONVGOD but not by FAMJOY.

An additional

aspect of the family is influential for the Italians:
structure of decision-making (POWER).
related to CHUCON.

the

POWER is negatively

The more authoritarian the family

structure is the less likely the respondent is to be
closely connected to the church.
In a sense the Italian response to POWER vis

a

vis

the church is similar to the German response to POWER vis

a vis

the political authorities.

If an Italian experiences

an authoritarian famil y structure she/he expresses "rebellion" by refusing connectedness to another "undemo cratic"
institution--the church.

Those raised in a more democratic

atmosphere are more likely to be closely connected to the
church.

They do not need to rebel against the authority of

institutions; or perhaps they recognize that since Vatican
II authority is exercised in the church romewhat differently.
Given a democratic family background they do not feel a
need to project undemocratic attributes to the church.
Church as an Agent of Social Action (CHUSOC).

The

relationships with church as an agent of social action
are

similar for all three groups in that education (EDUC)

and political ideology (IDEOL) both influence CHUSOC in
the same direction.

However,

this influence varies in

that· for the Irish it is direct and for the Germans and
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the Italians it is mediated by differing issues.

Further,

the groups are different in terms of the issues which
influence CHUSOC.
For the Germans racism (RACISM)

in fl uences CHUSOC.

The more racially tolerant a German is the more likely
she/he will feel the church should articulate demands.
For the Italians tolerance of homosexuality (HOMSEX) is
the issue which influences CHUSOC.

The more tolerant

they are of homosexuality the more they feel the church
should be an agent of social act ion.

For the Irish social

concern (SOCCON) is the sal ient issue for the approval of
the church raising social issues.

Further, the more lib-

eral they are and the higher their education the more
likely they are to feel the church and its functionaries
should articulate demands of a sociopolitical nature.
To say an issue is more salient for a particular
group is not to say

tha~

the group varies much from the

other groups on that issue.

This can be seen by examin in g

the means for each group in Table 6.1 on these issues.
The groups are similar in their att i tudes on each issue,
while they vary in the saliency of the issues for the
generation of CHUSOC.
Another finding is that religious imagery does not
influence CHUSOC for any of the ethnic groups examined.
Social concern is a salient issue for the Germans but not
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Table 6.1.

Ethnic groups on issue stances (means)
German

Irish

Italian

HOMSEX

2.24

2.38

2.33

RACIS~I

5.47

5.20

6.03

SOC CON

2.75

2.94

2.85

as far as CHUSOC is concerned.

This will be discussed in

the section on conventional political participation.
Conventional Political Participation (CPP).

The

dynamics contributing to conventional political participation vary somewhat by ethnic group.

Germans, Irish, and

Italians are all similar in that political interest (PI)
partisanship (PA), and education (EDUC) all influence CPP,
either directly or indirectly.

However, there are some

linportant differences between ethnic groups in the
generation of conventional political participation.
For the Germans PI, PA, and EDUC all have direct,
posi ti ve rel:3tionships with CPP.

The strongest of these

relationships is with education.

Political interest is

influenced positively both by education and social concern
(SOCCON).

This is consistent with one of the hypotheses
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proposed, but not confirmed for the overall sample, in
Chapter 5.

Warm images of God (WMGOD) influence social

concern for the Germans.

Social concern does not influence

CHUSOC; rather, it indirectly influences CPP, mediated by
PI.

The Germans operationalize their social concern in

the secular realm directly.
Political interest (PI) and partisanship (PA) have
direct, positive influence on conventional participation
for the Irish.

Education's influence is mediated by polit-

ical interest.

Political interest has a greater effect on

CPP for the Irish than for the Germans or the Italians.

In

the United States those of Irish descent have often been
more politically involved than other groups.

Thus, it is

no great surprise that increases in education are not needed
for them to participate.

Schooling is not necessary for

them to realize the import of political participation.
Education influences interest, but does not have a direct,
mobilizing influence.
Political interest, partisanship and education all
directly increase levels of political participation for the
Italians.

Political interest has a somewhat greater influ-

ence than the other two variables.

Partisanship is influ-

enced by church connectedness (CHUCON).

This is consistent

with the hypothesis in Chapter 5 which postulated that
those closely connected with one organization, the church,
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would be likely to be more involved with another organization,

a political party.

Political interest is influenced

by education for the Italians.
It is interesting to note that education has a
greater influence on political interest for those of Italian
ancestry (beta
(beta

=

.21).

=

.32) than for those of German ancestry

This is consistent with a finding of Almond

and Verba 1965:57) that education increases political interest rrore dramatically for people living in Italy than for
people living in Germany.

This consistency gives further

credence to the notion that some politically relevant traits
survived the crossing of the Atlantic.
Concl usions
At the beginning of this chapter, I speculated that
distinctions in the data, such as religious identification,
sex, and ethnicity may influence the models explaining
confidence in the political authorities, the feeling that
the church and its functionaries should articulate demands
of a sociopolitical nature, and conventional political
participation.

This is indeed the case.

The similarities between Catholics and Catholic
disidentifiers in the rrodels of CONAUTH and CPP give some
credence to the notion that a Catholic subculture exists
which persists in influencing the respondents even after
they no longer identify with -the church.

The dif ferences
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between identifiers and disidentifiers in the generation
of CHUSOC show that the feelings one has about the role
the church should take in secular affairs is influenced by
whether one is looking at the church as a member or as an
outsider.
Gender is important in examining the reI at ionships
between religion and politics.

Church connectedness has a

greater influence for females in the generation of confidence in the political authorities;

yet,

it is also impor-

tant for mal es in its influence on part isanship.

Dif ferent

issues are important for males and females in influencing
CHUSOC.

Yet an issue important for males and females in

infl uencing CHUSOC, social concern, also increases level s
of political interest for females.

The model explaining

CPP also varies by sex.
Ethnicity has an important influence on the relations between reI igion and politics.
are similar in:

All three groups

the positive influence of church connected-

ness on confidence in the political authorities;

the fact

that political interest, partisanship, and education have
similar direct or indirect influences on conventional political participation; and the fact that education and ideology
infl uence CHUSOC in the same direc tion for all three groups
(although this influence is unmediated for the Irish).

The

groups differ in which issues are sal ient for CHUSOC, in
the influence of family structure, and in the influence of
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religious imagery.

Their ancestry and historical experi-

ences help to explain some of these differences.
The influence of religious imagery varies somewhat
for each of these subgroups.

Table 6.2 summarizes the

influence of images of God on the three main dependent
variables:

confidence in the political authorities

(CONAUTH), church as an agent of social (CHUSOC), and
conventional political participation (CPP).

Several

important findings are brought out by this table.

First

regardless of subgroup, CONAUTH is influenced by convenventional images of God.

Second, if CHUSOC is influenced

by religious imagery, it is warm religious imagery.

Table 6.2.

Does religious imagery influence* CONAUTH,
CHUSOC, or CPP for the total sample and
selected subgroups

Group:

Total
Sample

CON AUTII

Yes c

Yes C

CHUSOC

Yes w

Yes

Cpp

No

Third,

Catholics

W

No

Disident i f iE'rs

MalE'

Female

German

Irish

Yes c

Yes c

Yes c

Yes c **

Yes c

No

No

Yes c
Yes w

No

No

No

No

Yes c

Yes w

Yes w

No

Yes c

Italian

*AII are mediated influences unless otherwise noted.
**Influence is positive when mediated by CHUCON and negative when unmediated.
cConventional images of God.
wWarm images of God.
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religious imagery does have an influence on CPP for certain
subgroups.

Fourth, for disidentifiers, males,

the Irish,

and the Italians only conventional images of God have a
political impact.

Fifth,

for Catho1.ics, females,

and

Germans both conventional and warm images of God are
politically relevant.
In conclusion, this chapter has demonstrated both
the effi"cacy of the general nodel formulated in the previous chapters describing the relationship between religion
and politics and the importance of examining religious
identification, gender, and ethnicity in the discussion
of this somewhat complex relationship.

CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION
The introduction postulated four possible influences of religion on politics:
1.

religion may promote societal integration and
thus help to promote political stability;

2.

religion may provide the impetus for prophetic
criticism and thus promote political change;

3.

religion may, given the content of that religion,
promote either political stability or political
change;

4.

religion may be irrelevant to political life.

By adopting Greeley's theory of the religious imagination
and examining how religion influences the inputs of demands
and supports into the political system of the United States,
I have demonstrated that the third option describes the
influence of religion on politics.

Religion, given the

content of that religion, promotes either political stability or political change.
Connectedness with the church is positively related
to confidence in the political authorities.

This shows

that religion can be an agent of poli tical stability.
religion does not necessarily have to promote political
stability.

Those who feel that the church and its
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But

III

functionaries should articulate demands,

demands which

are critical and prophetic in a Weberian sense, are those
who possess progressive attitudes with regard to race,
homosexuality, and social concerns.

Those who possess

these attitudes are IIDre likely to be those who are more
highly educated, 9r more politically liberal, or more
likely to possess warm images of God and have had spiritual experiences.

These attitudes, background characteris-

tics and reI igious stories contribute to the view that the
church and its functionaries should promote sociopolitical
change.
(males,

Political part icipation for certain subgroups
females,

Germans,

and Italians) is also influenced

by religion.
Whether religion promotes political stability or
political change,

it clearly has an influence on politics.

This influence is contingent upon the content of that
religion, particularly, upon the religious imagery held by
the respondents.

Conventional images of God for the IIDst

part increase levels of confidence in the political authori ties.

These images contribute to political stability.

When religious imagery has an influence on the view that
the church and its functionaries should articulate sociopolitical demands it. is warm religious imagery.

Warm

images of God contribute to religion's promoting political
cha~ge.

Conventional images of God, for males and Italians,
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contribute to higher levels of political participation.
Warm images of God, for females and Germans, also have a
positive influence on conventional political participation.
This study has demonstrated the need to include
religion as an important consideration to be examined in
any inquiry into the generation of demands and supports
which are inputs into the political system.

Furthermore,

this study has shown the importance of studying subgroups
to see if the dynamics generating these inputs vary.

If

subgroups had not been studied, the influence of religion
on convent ional pol it ical part ic ipat ion would not have
been seen.
A Framework for the Study of
Religion's Influence
on Politics
This study examined numerous variables to determine
\\hether or not they had direct or indirect influence on
the generation of inputs into the political system.

I

propose that certain of these variables should be examined
in any future studies of religion and politics.

Figure

7.1 presents a model of what variables should be examined
to study the influence of religion on politics.
This model can be applied to groups other than
young Catholics and former Catholics.
that further studies be undertaken of:

It seems essential
first, Catholics

and -former Catholics in the United States which are not
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limited to the young; second, the general populace of the
United States; third, cross-national and cross-cultural
populations.

These studies are important to determine

whether the findings presented in this dissertation are
generalizable or are idiosyncratic.
What is included in most of the blocks of variables
presented in Figure 7.1 is readily apparent.

However,

I

will make some suggestions as to measures which should be
included in future studies of the relationship between
reI igion and politi cs.
"Demands" refers to the actual articulation of
demands.

This was not measured here.

Actual measures of

personal or church actions on particular issues should be
included in future studies.
"Support" was studied here.

Covert support was

meas'lHed by confidence in the pol i tical authorities.

In

future studies a measure of support for the pol it ical
system should also be included.

Overt support was mea-

sured by conventional political participation.

Measures

of aggressive political participation and patriotic
participation should be added.
"Church related attitudes and behaviors" refers
to church as an agent of social action and church connectedness.

A measure of the feeling that the church

should promote conservative political causes (such as those
promoted by the Moral Majority) should be included in
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future studies.

A component of the church connectedness

variable was Catholic Orthodoxy.

In studies which include

representatives of different denominations, measures should
be included which tap orthodoxy of beliefs which correspond to varying denominations.
"I ssue stances" refers to homosexual tolerance,
racism, and social concern.
devised.

Additional measures could be

A variable which taps concern for the legal

rights of homosexuals should be added.

If a measure of

the view that the church should promote conservative
political causes is added, conservative issue positions
should also be added.
"Religious imagery" refers to images of God.
The images are basically Christian-oriented.

In future

studies cultural and rel igious differences ought to be
con~idered.

The respondents may need to be presented with

different images.
The model presented in Figure 7.1 can be used as
a framework for the study of religion and politics crossnationally and cross-culturally.

This study has pointed

out the additional importance of testing sub-samples to
determine the influence of religion on politics.

In any

future research these findings should be taken into
considerat ion.
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Conclusion
How does religion influence politics'?
~

-

•

Does reli-

C~

gion promote political stability or political change?

Do

religious variables influence the inputs of demands or
support into the political system?

Answers to these ques-

tions have been presented in this dissertation.
Religion can promote political stability.
also promote political change.

It can

How can it do both?

Why

does it influence politics differently for various respondents?

The crux of an answer is found in an examination

of religious imagery.

Conventional images of God contrib-

ute, for the most part, to political stability by their
influence on confidence in the political authorities.

For

males and Italians these images also increase affiliation
with one of the two major political parties which are mainstays of - the American pol it ical system.
God,

Warm images of

for the most part, contribute to political change by

positively influencing the call for the church to be an
agent of sociopolitical change.

Further, for females and

Germans, thse warm images increase levels of political
interest through their positive influence on social concern.

Religious imagery, mediated by issue stances or

connectedness to the church, influences politics.
The orientation of this influence of religious
imagery on politics--progressive political change or political stability--varies by the type of religious imagery.
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It is important to consider the religious "story" of the
respondent in an inquiry into the dynamics influencing the
generation of demands and support.

Conventional images of

God can contribute to political stability and warm images
of God can contribute to progressive political change.

APPENDIX A
VARIABLE CONSTRUCTION
All factor analyses are principal component factor
analyses.

When appropriate Varimax rotation with Kaiser

Normalization is used.
1.

Construction of Confidence in the
Political Authorities (CONAUTH)

Table A.l.

Varimax rotated factor matrix of confidence
in people running various institutions
Factor 1

a.

Factor 2

Banks and financial
institutions

.791

.066

b.

Major companies

.766

.154

c.

Organized religion

.648

.199

d.

Education

.480

.297

e.

Executive branch of
Federal government

.289

.754

f.

Organized labor

.433

.358

g.

U.S. Supreme Court

.142

.771

h.

Congress

.152

.854
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Text and scoring of questions:
"Below are listed some institutions in this
country.
As far as the people running these
institutions are concerned how much confidence
do you have in them?"
A great deal of confidence--3
Only some confidence--------2
Hardly any confidence-------l
To construct CONAUTH:
CONAUTH
2.

=

e + g + h

Construction of Family Church
Devotion (FAMDEV)

Table A. 2. Unrotated factor matrix of parental church
behaviors using principal factor, no iterations
Factor

a.

Father's mass attendance

.829

b.

Father's communion reception

.849

c.

Mother's mass attendence

.830

d.

Mother's communion reception

.856

Text and scoring of questions:
If father (mother) Catholic: When you were growing
up about how often did your father (mother) attend
mass? When you were growing up about how often did
your father (mother) receive communion?
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Attend
Mass

Receive
Communion

more than once a week

6

6

once a week

5

5

two-three times a month

4

4

once a month

3

3

couple of times a year

2

3

almost never

1

1

To construct FAMDEV:
FAMDEV = father's mean religious behavior +
mother's mean religious behavior 1

=

(a + b)/2 + (c + d)/2

To deal with missing data the following procedures
were followed:
1.

If father not in home environment, non-Catholic
or respondent lacks knowledge of a and b,
FAMDEV = c + d.

2.

If mother not in home environment, non-Catholic,
or respondent lacks knowledge of c and d,
FAMDEV = a + b.

3.

If respondent lacks knowledge of both mother and
father's religious behavior, or both not in home
environment or non-Catholic, the data was treated
as missing.

4.

As numerous respondents could answer a and c but
not necessarily b or d, when the responses to a and
c were present but b or d were not 2.3 (the sample's mean response to b) was substituted if b was
missing and/or 3.3 (the sample's mean response to
d) was substituted if d was missing.

IThe sum of both means is used rather than the
grand mean because the latter would skew upward the score
of those with no missing data when compared to those missing
data about the father and skew the score downward when data
was missing on the mother.
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3.

Construction of Family Religious
Joy (FAMJOY)

Simple r between father's religious joy and
mother's religious joy = .44.
Text and scoring of questions:
When you
describe
approach
somewhat
he (she)

were growing up, how would you
your father's (mother's) personal
to religion--was it very joyous,
joyous, not joyous at all, or was
not religious?

Very joyous-----------4
Somewhat joyous-------3
Not joyous at all-----2
Not religious---------l
a
b

father's religious joy
religious joy

~other's

To construct FAMJOY:
FAMJOY = (a + b)/2
To deal with missing data, the following procedures
were followed:
1.

If father not in home environment, non-Catholic,
or respondent lacks knowledge of father's
approach,
FA~lJOY = b.

2.

If mother not in home, non-Catholic, or respondent
lacks knowledge of mother's approach,
FAMJOY = a.

3.

If both parents not in home, non-Catholic or
respondent lacks knowledge of both,
FAMJOY = O.
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4.

Construction of Spiritual Experience
Variable (SPIR)

Table A-4.

Unrotated factor matrix of mystical
experiences using principal factor,
no iterations
Factor

a.

Close to spiritual force

.798

b.

Purpose in life

.777

c.

Direct contact with Sacred

.803

Text and scoring of questions:
a.

"How often in your life have you had an experience where you felt as though you were very close
to a powerful, spiritual force that seemed to lift
you out of yourself?"

b.

"Have you ever had the experience of knowing confidently that your life has a purpose which goes
beyond the limitations of your present existence?"

c.

"Have you ever felt that you were in direct contact
with 'the Sacred' or 'the Holy'?"
1.
2.
3.
4.

Never in my life; or I cannot answer this
question.
Once or twice.
Several times.
Often.

To construct SPIR:
SPIR

=

a + b + c.
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5.

Religious Imagery Scales
(CONVGOD, WMGOD)

Table A-5.

Varimax rotated factor matrix of
images of God variables

God As

CONVGOD

WMGOD

a.

Judge

.575

.154

b.

Protector

.754

.059

c.

Redeemer

.792

.114

d.

Lover

.224

.770

e.

Master

.646

.295

f.

Mother

.080

.852

g.

Creator

.746

.060

h.

Father

.657

.306

Text and scoring of questions:
"When you think about God, how likely are
each of these images to come to your mind?
4.
3.
2.
1.

Extremely likely
Somewhat likely
Not too likely
Not likely at all.

To construct CONVGOD:
CONVGOD

a + b +

To construct WMGOD:
WMGOD

=

d + f

C

+ e + g + h
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6.

Construction of Religion as a
Belongingness Function (BELONG)

The sample was asked to describe their feelings
Loward the Catholic Church.
Then, if they had expressed
favorable feelings, they were asked how important certain
reasons were for their having these favorable feelings.
The BELONG index was constructed using both sets of these
variables.
The importance they placed on religion playing
a belongingness function was computed by adding the
responses to questions which tapped that function.
The
saliency of these responses was then measured by multiplying that sum by their response to the question asking how
favorable they felt toward the church.
The favorableness question (FAVCHU) reads this way
and the values of the responses were weighted as follows:
"Would you describe your feelings toward the
Catholic church as: Extremely favorable (2),
Favorable (1), Unfavorable (0), and Extremely
unfavorable (0)."

Table A-6.

Varimax rotation factor matrix of
functions of the church
Meaning
System

Belongingness

a.

Part larger group

.166

.707

b.

Value system

.713

.237

c.

Worship

.737

.205

d.

Family ties

.706

.270

e.

Meet others

.236

.843

f.

Values to children

.772

.139

g.

Involve in community

.268

.739

Text and scoring of questions:
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"People have different reasons for feeling
favorable toward Catholicism.
How important
is each of these reasons to you?"
a.

"It gives me a sense of identity, the feeling that I am part of a larger group."

b.

"It provides me with a way of understanding
life, a meaning system."

c.

"It offers me a satisfying way to worship
God.
'1

d.

"It strengthens my family ties."

e.

"The church offers me a way of meeting other
people like myself."

f.

"It offers me or might offer me in thE'
future a way of communicating values to my
children."

g.

"The church offers me a way of getting
involved in my community."

Responses (to each statement):
(4)
(3)
(2)
(1)

Extremely important
Somewhat important
Not too important
Not important at all

To construct BELONG:
BELONG

=

FAVCHU

*

(a + e + g) .
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7 .. Construction of Catholic
Orthodoxy Scale (ORTH)

Table A-7.

Varimax rotated factor matrix of religious
belief variables
Orthodoxy

Fundamentalism

Worship

No definite proof
of God

.070

-.733

.128

b.

God punish evil

.308

.509

.129

c.

Jesus give church
to Pope

.649

.072

.388

d.

Devil exists

.161

.802

.056

e.

\\'orsh ip any way

-.OG6

.001

.912

f.

Sin miss mass

.734

.111

-.249

g.

Pope infallible

.791

.111

-.025

a.

Text ·and scoring of questions:
"Please give your opinion on the following:
a.

There is no definite proof that God
exists

b.

God will punish evil people for all
eternity

c.

Jesus directly handed over the leadership
of his Church to Peter and the Popes

d.

The Devil really exists

e.

God doesn't really mind how He is
worshipped, as long as He is worshipped.
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f.

It is a sin for a Catholic to miss weekly
Mass obligation when he easily could have
attended.

g.

Under certain conditions, the Pope is
infallible (cannot be wrong) when he speaks
on matters of faith and morals."

Responses to each:
(5) Certainly true
(4) Probably true
(3) I am uncertain whether this is true
or false
(2) Probably false
(1) Certainly false
To construct ORTH:
ORTH

=

c + f + g
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8.

Construction of Church Religious
Behavior (CHlTDEV)

Communion
Confession

.81
.51
Hass

.53
ConUl1un ion

To create CHVDEV, the responses to these three
questions were summed.
a.

How often do you go to Mass?

b.

About how often to you receive
Holy Communion?

c.

How often do you go to Confession?

Responses:
(8)
(7)
(6)
(5)
(4)
(3)
(2)
(1)

Every day
Several times a week
Once a week
2 or 3 times a month
Once a month
Several times a year
About once a year or less often
Not at all

To construct CHUDEV:
CHUDEV

=

a + b + C
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9.

Construction of Closeness to
the Church (CLOCHU)

This is a single item indicator.
Respondents were
presented with a target made up of five concentric rings.
They were asked how close they felt in certain relationships: the center of the target being very close and the
outside circle being not close at all.
They were asked:
the Catholic Church?"

"How close do you feel to

Not at all close
1

2

Very close
3

4

and had to circle one number.

5
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10.

Construction of connectedness to
Church (CHUCO~)

After running a higher order factor analysis with
BELONG, ORTH, CHUDEV, and CLOCHU, this scale was constructed:

Table A-8.

Unrotated factor matrix using
principal factor, no iterations
Factor

BELONG

.830

CHUDEV

.812

ORTH

.671

CLOCHtT

.874

Z-scores were generated to standardize the scoring of
each variable
BELONGZ
ORTHZ
CLOCHUZ
CHUDEYZ

=
=

(BELONG - 3.0288)/3.5034
(ORTH - 8.7436)/2.8612
(CLOCHU
2.3590)/1.1861
(CHUDEV - 7.8440)/4.0672

To construct CHUCON:
CHUCON = BELONGZ + ORTHZ
CHUDEVZ

+ CLOCHlJZ +
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11.

Attitudes on Blacks, Jews, Abortion

Table A-9.

Varimax rotated factor matrix of selected
variables

Variable

Racism

Anti-Semitism

Abortion

a

.104

.037

.828

b

-.013

.038

.843

c

-.694

.004

-.048

d

-.069

-.864

-.017

e

.806

.199

.041

f

.254

.815

.069

g

.806

.231

.027

Text and scoring of questions:
a

& b.

"Do you think it should be possible for a
pregnant woman to obtain a legal abortion.
a.

If there is a strong chance of serious
defect in the baby?
1 = No
2 = Don't know
3 = Yes

b.

If she is married and does not want
any more children?
1

=

No

2

=

Don't know

3 = Yes

c.

"There is an obligation to work for the end of
racial segregation."
1 = agree strongly
2 = agree somewhat
3 = disagree somewhat
4 = disagree strongly

d.

,. Jewish businessmen are about as honest as
other businessmen."
.1 = agree strongly
2 = agree somewhat
3 = disagree somewhat
4 = disagree strongly
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e.

"White people have a right to keep blacks
out of their neighborhood if they want to and
blacks should respect that right."
1 = agree strongly
2
agree somewhat
3 = disagree somewhat
4 = disagree strongly

f.

"Jews have too much power in the United
States."
1 = agree strongly
2
agree somewhat
3 = disagree somewhat
3 = disagree strongly

g.

"Blacks shouldn't push themselves where they're
not wanted."
1 = agree strongly
2 = agree somewhat
4
disagree strongly
3 = disagree somewhat

To construct RACISM recode e + g to have 1
2

RACISH

=

3, 4

=

1

c + e + g .

=

4, 3

2,
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Attitudes on the Church (CHUSOC + CHURAD)

12.

Table A-IO.

Varimax rotated factor matrix of churchoriented variables
Church
Reform

Church
Radical
Reform

a
b

.582

.300

.089

c

Variable

Church
Traditionalism

Church
Social
Action
.033

-.139

- .175
.646

-.192

.323

.286

.057

.573

d

.779

.088

.102

e

.508

.161

.100
.038

-.390

f

.313

.588

-.147

-.086

g

.687

-.066

.152

.069

h

.004

.791

.086

i

-.047

-.009

-.049
.838

j

.091

-.089

.794

-.019

k

.081

.814

-.075

.101

1

-.009

.141

.141

-.711

m

-.041

.154

-.054

.679

.014

Text and scoring of questions:
a-k.

"A number of people have suggested changes that
should be made in the Catholic Church. Please
show how important you feel each of the following
changes would be."

a-k

Score:

extremely important = 1
somewhat important = 2
not too important = 3
not important at all = 4.

a.

"Make the church structure more democratic,
with more attention paid to the opinions of
lay people."

b.

"Return to more traditional forms of worship,
for example, the Latin Mass."
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c.

"Involve the Church more in social action, for
example, promoting integration or human rights."

d.

"Improve the quality of the Church's 'leaders."

e.

"Involve the Church less in secular politics."

f.

"Bring the Church's teaching on matters of birth
control and divorce more into line with current
social practices."

g.

"Improve the quality of sermons."

h.

"Allow priests to marry."

i.

"Return to the practice of not eating meat on
Fridays."

j.

"Impose more order and discipline in the Church."

k.

"Allow women to become priests."

l-m.
I-m

"Please, give your opinion on the following statements about priests and nuns."
Score:

agree strongly = 1
agree somewhat = 2
disagree somewhat
3
disagree strongly = 4

1.

"Priests should not use the pulpit to discuss
social issues."

m.

"It's all right for a priest to get involved ,in
national and local politics if he wants to."

To construct CHUSOC:

Recode c, m so 1=4, 2=3, 3=2, 4=1
CHUSOC = c + 1 + m

To construct CHURAD:

Recode f, h, k so 1=4, 2=3, 3=2, 4=1
CHURAD

=

f + h + k
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15.

Homosexual Tolerance (HOMSEX)
"What about sexual relations between two adults
of the same sex--do you think it is.
Always wrong------------l
Almost always wrong-----2
Don't know--------------3
Wrong only sometimes----4
Not wrong at all--------5

16.

Social Concern

(SOCCON)

"Since one can't do everything in life, each
person has to decide what is important and
what is not so important.
Please look at the
categories below and indicate how important
each thing is to you. .
Helping solve
social problems such as poverty and air pollution. "
Very important----------4
Somewhat important------3
Not too important-------2
Not important at all----l
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13.

Education (EDUC)
Text and scoring:
"What is the highest level of education you
now hold?"
l~

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

14.

Less than high school graduate
High school graduate
Vocational or technical school beyond
high school
Some college
College graduate (B.A., B.S., etc.)
Some graduate work
Graduate or professional degree
(M.A., Ph.D., J.D., MBA, etc.)

Political Ideology (IDEOL)
"We hear a lot of talk these days about liberals
and conservatives.
Suppose the political views
that people might hold are arranged along a scale
like the one below, from extremely liberal (point 1)
to extremely conservative (point 7). Where would
you place yourself on this scale?"

I

1
ExtreT7lely
Liberal

I
2

I
3

Liberal

Slightly
Liberal

-,
4
Moderate
Middleof-the Road

5
Slightly
Conservative

6
Conservative

7
Extremely
Conservative
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17.

Conventional Political Participation (CPP)
Text and scoring of questions:
"In the past three or four years have you.

A.
B.

C.
D.

E.

F.

Yes

No

Voted in an election for a
public official.

1

o

Contributed money to a political party or candidate
(including the check-off
option on your income tax
form).

1

o

Attended any political meetings or rallies.

1

o

Actively campaigned for any
candidate for public office
at the national or local level.

1

o

Worked actively in support
of a cause, by door to door
canvassing, distributing leaflets, or by collecting signatures for petitions.

1

o

Personally gone to. seen,
spoken to, or written to some
public official about
some need or problem.

1

o

To construct CPP:
CPP

=

A + B + C + D + E + F
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18.

Political Interest (PI)
"Some people seem to follow what is going
on in government and public affairs most of
the time, whether there is an election gOing
on or not.
Others are not that interested.
How often do you follow what is going on in
government and public affairs?"
Most of the time-----------4
Some of the time-----------3
Only now and then----------2
Hardly at all--------------l

19.

Partisanship CPA)

In response to a question about party affiliation, those who answered independent, other, or no preference/don't know were given a score of zero on strength
of partisanship.
In response to a question addressed only to those
who identified themselves as Republican or Democrat
("Would you call yourself a strong Republican/Democrat
or not a very strong Republican/Democrat") the "not very
strong Republican/Democrats" were given a score of one on
partisanship, and the "strong Republicans/Democrats...--were
given a score of two on partisanship.
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20.

Family Structure (Power and Support

Table A-II.

Varimax rotated factor matrix of family
structure variables
Power

Variable

Support

a

-.203

.759

b

.026

.844

c

.762

-.214

d

.848

.032

Text and Scoring of Questions"
a.

Different families have different ways of doing
things.
Here is a list of the way of making family
decisions.
In general how would you say decisions
are (were) made in your family during your teen
years? (choose one)
My father makes (made) the decisions - 2
My mother makes (made) the decisions - 2
My parents act (acted) together - 1
Decisions are (were) made some other way - 2
Did not live with both parents (or a
male and female substitute) - Missing

b.

Who usually punishes (punished) the children in
family in your teen years? (choose one)
Mostly my father - 2
Mostly my mother - 2
Either parent is (was) as likely to punish
the children - 1
Someone else - 2
Did not live with both parents (or a male
and female substitute) - Missing
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Note:
c.

For c and d if respondent raised only by-one parent,
declared missing.
In general, during your late childhood and your
teen years, how close would you say you are (were)
to your father or stepfather?
Extremely close - 4
Pretty close - 3
Not too close - 2
Not close at all - 1

d.

How close would you say you are (were) to your
mother or your stepmother duirng your late childhood and your teen years?
Extremely close - 4
Pretty close - 3
Not too close - 2
Not close at all - 1

To construct Power:
To construct Support:

POWER = a + b
SUPT = c + d

APPENDIX B
COMMUNITY CONTEXT
The unstandardized b's and the confidence intervals
for those b's

describin~

the relationships between inde-

pendent and dependent variables are inspected to see if
any consistent patterns of variation emerge as the result
of community context.
CONAl;TH

Table B.lo
Community

Unstandardized b's and CONAVTH by community
type
b

Confidence Interval

Farm
Small Town

.38
.32

.103-.319
.092- .189

Suburb
Small City
Big City

.19.19
.08

.027-.148
.028-.158
-.057-.124

An inspection of the b's and their confidence intervals
reveals two clusters of intervals with sufficient overlap
within them to indicate two distinct communty contexts.
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CHUSOC
Table B.2.
Community

Unstandardized b's with CHUSOC by community
type
Confidence Interval

b

HOMSEX
Farm

.288

-.066-.641

Small Town

.330

.152-.508

Suburb

.236

.030-.442

Small City

.173

-.031-.376

Big City

.366

.048-684

SOCCON
Farm

.573

-.182-1.327

Small Town

.464

.123- .805

Suburb

.502

.092- .912

Small City

.523

.121- .926

Big City

.181

-.613- .975

RACISH
Farm

.212

-.064-.484

Small Town

.150

.019-.281

Suburb

.157

-.007-.321

Small City

.259

.109-.408

Big City

.508

.213-.802

An inspect ion of Table C. 2' reveals no consistent patterns.
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Cpp
Table B.3.

Unstandardized b's with CPP by community type
b

PI

Farm

.389

.086-.691

Small Town

.479

.314-.643

Suburb

.474

.300-.647

.435
.239
PA
Farm

.745

.314-1.176

Small Town

.285

.067- .503

Suburb

.557

.305- .809

.340
.352
EDVC

-.001
.189
.204
.267
.308
An inspection of Table B.3 reveals no clear cut pattern
with the exception that education has a somewhat stronger
effect the IIbre urbanized the community.
effect is not great in magnitude.

However, this

APPENDIX C
SPIRITUAL EXPERIENCES AND
RELIGIOl'S IMAGERY
The purpose of this dissertation was to examine
relationships between religion and politics.

The intent

was not to test a theory of religion but to apply it to
the study of politics.

Religious imagery is an important

component of this theory, and thus some consideration was
given to the question of what generates this imagery.
This appendix is included to summarize the influence of
spiritual experiences on warm and conventional images of
God.
In the text it was hypothesized and demonstrated
that spiritual experiences (SPIR) have an influence on
religious imagery.

This influence varies by subgroup in

terms of magnitude and imagery generated.

For some groups

and contexts spiritual experiences are positively related
to warm images of God; while for other groups and in other
contexts these experiences increase the likelihood of
having conventional images of God.

Furthermore, in some

contexts and for some groups spiritual experiences are
related to both or neither sets of images.
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The influence of spiritual experiences on images
of God by subsample is reported in Table C.l.

The betas

reported are taken from the models prepared for the text.
As seen in the text, the models describing the
relationships between religion and politics vary for subsamples.

This is also the case for the influence of spiri-

tual experiences on images of God.

Evidently, characteris-

tics of the particular subgroups influence the interpretation of such experiences.

Those who have had spiritual

experiences are more likely to have warm images of God if
they are Catholic, Irish, or live in the urban environment.
Such experiences are more likely to generate conventional
imagery if the respondents are disidentifiers or live in
the rural environment.

Spiritual experiences are not

related to images of God for females and Germans.

Spiri-

tual experiences are equally likely to generate warm or
conventional images if the respondents are male or Italian.
Such experiences also influence conventional images for the
Irish (although, for them, spiritual experiences exert a
stronger influence on warm images).
The variations in interpretation of such experiences are based on characteristics of each subgroup.

An

attempt to explain t.hese differences would be purely speculative and beyond the scope of this dissertation.

A fine

discussion of the generation of religious imagery in
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general (particularly with regard to warm imagery) can be
found in Greeley's The Religious Imagination (1981) and
Religion:

Table C-l.

A Secular Theory (1982).

Standardized Partial Regression Coefficients
between SPIR and Images of God by Subgroup

Group
Sample

WMGOD

CONVGOD

.18

Rural

.20

Urban

.23

Male

.23

.23

Female
Catholic

.21

.37

Catholic Disidentifiers
German
Irish

.40

.28

Italian

.26

.24
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